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1CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction to Radicals and Reaction Intermedi-
ates Studies
Researchers have always been interested in studying chemical reactions in depth. While
studying chemical reactions, they focused mainly on studying the reactants and products
and drawing important conclusions and assumptions on reaction mechanisms. The focus
on the reactants and products was due to the fact that it is easier to produce and detect
them. Over the past several decades, interest has shifted more toward radicals and reaction
intermediates. This due to their central roles in reactions and chemical processes, and
our growing abilities to detect them. They are involved in almost every chemical process i.e
photosynthesis, metabolism and combustion processes. Studying these radicals and transient
species will facilitate a greater understanding of macroscopic chemical behavior.
1.2 Introduction to Radicals Production and Detec-
tion Methods
While considerable progress have been made to facilitate studying reaction intermedi-
ates, researchers are usually faced with two major challenges when trying to study these
reactive species. The first challenge involves the production of the different radicals in suffi-
cient concentration and without significant loss due to contamination and the formation of
bimolecular products.
A variety of methods were developed over the last century to produce radicals efficiently.
2These methods involve: oven evaporation, laser photolysis,flash photolysis, laser vaporiza-
tion, discharge methods, pyrolysis methods, flow reactor and shock tube methods.
The second challenge involves the lack of a suitable universal sensitive and selective de-
tection method that not only allows for the detection of radicals and reaction intermediates
but also aids in characterizing their structures. The most commonly used detection methods
involve: high energy ionization methods such as electron impact ionization, and soft ioniza-
tion methods such as; laser induced fluorescence(LIF), Infra red (IR) coupled with vacuum
ultraviolet ionization (VUV) and resonant enhanced multiphoton ionization(REMPI).
This thesis reports coupling of an established method for producing radicals by flash
pyrolysis with a novel strong field probe. This combination gives new insight into SFI of
radicals and shows the capability of this approach to achieve isomer-selective detection. For
the production of radicals the focus will be on the flash pyrolysis source developed by Chen
and coworkers [12]. For the detection method the focus will be on non resonant strong field
ionization (SFI) methods provided by a femtosecond laser. This the first time this detection
method is used to detect radicals. Not only are we going to use it to detect radicals and
reaction intermediates but also to derive important structural information of the radicals
under study.
1.3 Scope of this Thesis
The outline of this thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 includes a detailed description of the
instrumentation used to study the different radicals. This includes our home-built ”Chen-
type” source, our home built molecular beam time of flight machine, our detection method
provided by a femtosecond laser and the developed matlab and excel data analysis programs.
Chapter 3 includes a brief historical overview of the previous methods used to produce and
3detect radicals and transient species. The focus will be on the development of a tabletop
approach for isomer selective detection using SFI. This will be a continuation of the study
that was already presented in a previous paper published by our group. Experimental results
of the strong field ionization of flash pyrolysis of two prototype systems, acetone and isoprene,
are discussed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 includes additional SFI results on a variety of radicals
studied in our setup. Chapter 6 includes a newly developed coincidental imaging system
using SFI. Conclusions and outlook are presented in chapter 7.
4CHAPTER 2
Experimental Setup
The experimental setup consists of three subsystems; a molecular beam time of flight
(TOF) mass spectrometer, a flash pyrolysis source for the production of the radicals and
reaction intermediates, and a KM labs femtosecond laser to ionize and detect the flash
prolysis products. In what follows, each subsystem will be described in detail. The data
analysis software used will also be detailed.
2.1 Molecular Beam Time of Flight Machine
All the experiments described in this thesis were performed using a molecular beam TOF
mass spectrometer shown in figure 2.1. A small Oerlikon Trivac B D4B/D8B rotary pump
is used to pump the sample preparation manifold. Radical precursors are then prepared by
mixing a 0.1-1% of the precursor with 99% of the carrier gas in a mixing bottle. The partial
pressure of each precursor and the total pressure of the sample is measured using PDR-
C-1A MKS baratron absolute pressure transducer. The prepared samples have a backing
pressure ' 1.3 bar. The prepared sample is then introduced to the source chamber via a
piezoelectric pulsed valve that can operate up to 100 Hz but was used at 20 Hz for better
pumps performance. The piezoelectric valve is attached to the flash pyrolysis source that
will be explained in detail in the following section. The source chamber is pumped using an
Osaka magnetically suspended compound turbomolecular pump. The source pressure was
maintained during the experiment at 10−5 torr. The source chamber pressure was measured
using a Pfeiffer PKR 251 ion guage. After undergoing flash pyrolysis the products as well as
5the precursors reach the skimmer. The skimmer has a diameter of 0.5 mm. The molecular
beam then reaches the ionization chamber. The ionization chamber is pumped by Varian
V-550 turbomolecular pump. The ionization chamber pressure was maintained during the
experiment at 10−7 torr. In this chamber the laser beam intercepts the molecular beam to
produce ions. The produced ions travel through the Wiley-McLaren ion optics setup to the
flight tube. The ions then travel through a field free TOF tube before reaching the detector.
Figure 2.1: a)Schematic of our experimental setup b)Picture of the molecular beam time of
flight machine.
62.1.1 Radicals Production: Flash Pyrolysis
The flash pyrolysis experiments were performed in a home built flash pyrolysis source
shown in figure 2.2, this source is closely modeled on the pyrolysis source designed by Chen
and coworker [12]. The source is made of a copper jacket to hold the source into the piezo-
electric valve. The copper jacket shown in figure 2.3 was machined from a copper block using
a lathe and mill. The copper jacket has a thickness of 2 cm and a diameter 3.7 cm. Starting
from a cylindrical copper block, the copper jacket was cut to the right length using a table
saw. A hole with a diameter 0.9 cm was drilled on the back face to insert the piezoelectric
valve nozzle into the copper jacket. At the bottom where the piezoelectric valve touches
the copper jacket a small hole of the same diameter as the valve nozzle was made to avoid
choking the gas before reaching the pyrolysis. Three threaded 8-32 screw size holes were
machined on the other side of the copper jacket to secure the pyrolysis source against it.
The copper jacket has a groove with a diameter of 2.8 cm and a depth 0.1 cm to hold the
pyrolysis source. The pyrolysis source is attached to the copper jacket using three 3.8 cm
alumina screws purchased from Thermo Shield. The first attached part to the copper jacket
is a ceramic shield, the ceramic shield is an alumina cylinder that has three unthreaded holes
with a diameter of 0.42 cm for the 8-32 alumina screws. The ceramic shield has two holes an
outer hole with a diameter of 0.2 cm and an inner hole with a diameter of 0.1 cm. The main
purpose of the ceramic shield is to thermally isolate the heated region from the piezoelectic
valve to avoid over heating the piezo crystal and the valve O-ring. The ceramic shield and
screw are shown in figure 2.4.
7Figure 2.2: a) Schematic of our flash pyrolysis source b) a picture of the flash pyrolysis
during experiment.
8Figure 2.3: a)The top view and the b)bottom view of our home built copper jacket that
holds the pyrolysis source into the piezoelectric valve.
9Figure 2.4: a)The ceramic shield used for shielding the valve from the pyrolysis source b)
the ceramic screws used to attach the pyrolysis source to the valve .
The two electrodes shown in figure 2.5 are attached using the same alumina screws. The
two electrodes are also home machined using the same copper block. However, a programmed
lathe was used to reduce the diameter to 1.8 cm diameter and 0.5 cm wall thickness . The
goal of the smaller size electrodes is to reduce the weight on the alumina screws. The two
electrodes have three unthreaded holes for the alumina screws. Two threaded holes were
added into each electrode, one hole is to hold the copper wires that will be connected to the
power supply. The second hole was first used to hold the carbon disks in place. The two
electrodes control the heating length and are separated using alumina spacers. These spacers
are inserted after the ceramic piece for more shielding. A hollow silicon carbide (SiC) tube
was used for resistive heating and was purchased from Saint-Gobain and was cut in the lab
to the desired length, which is 2.5 cm in this setup, using a diamond blade purchased from
McMaster. The SiC tube was tightly snuggled in the two carbon disks inserted in the two
copper electrodes. The carbon disks were cut, using the lathe, from carbon rods purchased
10
from Emsdiasum. Both the SiC tube and the carbon disks are shown in figure 2.6. In the
first design a slightly smaller carbon disk diameter was used, the carbon disks were kept in
place with screws.
11
Figure 2.5: The two copper electrodes used to heat the pyrolysis tube.
12
Figure 2.6: a)The silicon carbide tube and b) the two carbon disks used in the flash pyrolysis
source.
Cooling the copper jacket was found to be critical for the performance of the piezoeelctric
valve. The heat radiation caused the O-ring on the piezoelectric valve to heat up and lowered
the performance of the valve. Cooling was enhanced by soldering a copper tube in several
folds around the copper jacket and by chilling the water going through using a thermotek
chiller. The O-ring in the piezoelectric valve was also replaced by a Kalrez 7075 O-ring which
has a higher temperature tolerance and chemical resistance. The flash pyrolysis assembled
and installed in the machine is shown in figure 2.7.
13
Figure 2.7: The pyrolysis source assembled.
It was difficult to align the SiC tube with the piezoelectric valve and the skimmer. The
screw was removed and the carbon disks were replaced with bigger carbon disks fitted in
the electrodes. Carbon disks are easy to machine but they are also very brittle so extra care
must be taken when machining them. The main reason for the use of carbon disks is their
electrical conductivity and thermal resistivity. The SiC tube has a 1 mm inner diameter
and a 2 mm outer diameter. The SiC tube was heated resistively by sending an electric
current through the two copper electrodes using a Mastech DC power supply. The current
was varied between 0.6 A and 1.5 A, the power varied 10.2-33 W.
A telescope was used to align the flash pyrolysis source with the skimmer and the ion
optics. The alignment is critical to achieve the supersonic expansion required to preserve
and cool the radicals as discussed in chapter 3. The alignment was done by removing the
back plate of the piezoelectric valve and aligning a laser beam through the front plate of
the piezoelectric valve to the skimmer and then through the ion optics. Adjustments in the
location of the piezoelectric valve were done to achieve the best molecular beam alignment.
14
2.1.2 Wiley-McLaren Ion Optics Setup
After the skimmer, the flash pyrolysis product reach the ion optics. The ion optics
initially were designed for imaging experiments, but for the flash pyrolysis experiments a
Wiley-McLaren setup was used by applying voltages only on the first and second electrode.
The ionization region is between the first and second electrode where the laser beam meets
the molecular beam perpendicularly. The produced ions travel through the TOF tube to the
detector.
Mass resolution is important in our study as we rely heavily on integrating the intensities
of the different peaks in the TOF spectrum. Resolution is limited mainly by two factors: the
temporal and spatial distribution. If all formed ions have the same mass and same initial
velocity distributions then the only difference will be their m/z and ions with the same m/z
will reach the detector at the same time. The temporal distribution is caused when ions are
formed at different times which causes ions of the same m/z to differ in time and space. The
temporal distribution was corrected by changing the voltage on the accelerating electrode
and by using a longer flight tube.
The spatial distribution is caused when ions are formed at different locations and thus ions
of the same m/z will have different kinetic energies and reach the detector at different times
which will lead to peak broadening. Spatial distribution is compensated by using time lag
focusing techniques or by adjusting the parameters on the electrodes. These techniques help
eliminate any initial time, space and energy distribution of ions. A famous spatial resolution
technique was developed in 1955 by Wiley-McLaren [13]. In this double accelerating region,
space focusing is achieved by adjusting the two voltages applied on these two electrodes.
In our setup, the voltages on the two accelerating regions were monitored to achieve the
narrowest peak and thus the best resolution. To apply a uniform electric field on the holes of
the two accelerating regions, a metal mesh was uniformly fixed on the surface of the ion optics
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using four small screws to keep the mesh flat as shown in figure 2.8. The original apparatus
was for imaging detection of ion velocities in which mass resolution is sacrificed for velocity
resolution. A comparison between the propyne TOF spectrum of the previous velocity map
imaging setup compared to the TOF spectrum obtained with the new Wiley- McLaren setup
in figure 2.9 shows a clear improvement in the peak resolution. Mass resolution is calculated
using the relation ship m/deltam. The resolution with our Wiley-McLaren setup is estimated
to for argon peak ≈ 83 where FWHM of the argon peak is measured to be 0.48.
Figure 2.8: The metal mesh covered Wiley-McLaren setup.
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Figure 2.9: A comparison that shows the resolution enhancement upon replacing the velocity
map imaging setup with Wiley-McLaren steup. a) is a TOF spectrum of propyne taken in a
velocity map imaging setup, from reference [2]. b)is a TOF spectrum of propyne taken after
the introduction of Wiley-McLaren electrode setup.
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2.2 Radical Detection
2.2.1 Strong Field Ionization-Femtosecond Laser
In this section the KM lab femtosecond laser used to detect the flash pyrolysis products
and the general alignment instructions will be described. The flash prolysis products are
ionized using a KM labs Wyvern 800 nm Ti:sapphire laser. The pulse width is 45 fs. The
laser is composed of four major parts; an oscillator, stretcher, amplifier, and compressor. The
oscillator shown in figure 2.10 is pumped by a CW 532 nm Opus pump laser that provides
the initial photons for exciting the titanium:sapphire crystal. The titanium doped crystal
acts as a gain medium to increase the power. The 532 nm beam passes first through the pump
beam steering mirror that steers the pump beam to the the most important components of
the KM labs oscillator, the two Kerr lenses. The Kerr medium creates ultra short pulses
through a process known as modelocking. Modelocking the oscillator results in constructively
building the different modes by making the spaces between the different phases equal in the
time domain. Modelocking produces very short pulses with extremely high intensity. After
the Kerr medium the beam passes through the two prisms to compensate for the group
velocity dispersion as different components of the beam will travel different distances in
the two prisms. The beam will go through this trip several times before it ends up at the
output coupler and then the pickoff window to provide the seed for the amplifier component
explained below.
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Figure 2.10: A top view of the oscillator used in our KM labs Ti:sapphire laser.
The second component of the Ti:sapphire laser is the stretcher. The high power ultra
short seed beam produced by the oscillator can cause burns in the optics of the amplifier
hence the requirement of stretching the pulse to lower the seed power before it reaches the
amplifier gain medium . The stretcher uses a combination of gratings and lenses to stretch
and direct the seed to the amplifier.
The stretched seed then reaches the third component of the Ti:sapphire laser the am-
plifier. A block diagram of the amplifier is shown in figure 2.11. The seed travels along
a straight line to the amplifier cavity passing through a thin film polarizer and a Faraday
rotator. The amplifier has a regenerative type cavity similar to the oscillator cavity with an
enclosed and cryo cooled Ti:sapphire crystal. The crystal is held in vacuum under 100 K to
prevent thermal lensing. The energy source used in the regenerative amplifier is a photonics
industries 532 nm pump laser. The green pump laser beam is steered into the cavity where
it is spatially overlapped with the seed coming from the oscillator. The timing of the green
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pump beam can be adjusted to match the seed pulse timing. A Pockels cell is used to aid
in trapping the pulse until it is amplified enough, after which it is dumped out of the cavity
to the compressor.
Figure 2.11: A block diagram of the amplifier of our KM labs laser, from Wyvern 500/1000
cryogenic ultrafast laser amplifier system operator’s manual.
The last component of the laser is the compressor. The main job of the compressor, as
the name indicates, is to compress the pulse and reverse the stretching that took place at the
stretcher before the amplification process. A combination of gratings are used to introduce
negative chirp to the pulse that opposes the positive chirp introduced by the stretcher and
then the amplified 800 nm pulse is directed to the outside of the laser.
Outside the laser, the laser beam is steered to the interaction region using two 45 degree
mirrors, and passes through a half wave plate followed by a thin film polarizer. The power
of the laser beam was varied manually by rotating the half wave plate. The laser beam is
then focused into the interaction region of the machine using a 30 cm focal length lens.
2.2.2 Troubleshooting the Femtosecond Laser
Troubleshooting the KM laser can be a bit tricky. The most critical aspect of the align-
ment is that of the oscillator and the amplifier cavity. The oscillator alignment involves
mainly the overlap of the seed with itself after several trips through the Ti:Sapphire crystal.
This can be varied mainly by adjusting the end mirrors and the prisms separation distances.
In addition, the oscillator requires frequent cleaning to prevent dust from causing the crys-
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tal to burn. Cleaning the oscillator at first and realigning the oscillator generally remedies
any drop in power. It is important to note that if the alignment of the oscillator changes,
tweaking of the seed into the amplifier is required.
A major drop in the laser power can be due to several factors. First it could be due to
the amplifier pump laser not functioning properly, dust on the amplifier optics, and/or burnt
optics. The solution to burnt optics and dust in the amplifier is realigning the regenerative
cavity. Aligning the cavity requires the overlap of the pump beam and the seed beam as well
as overlapping the seed beam on itself by adjusting the amplifier optics. The seed is first
aligned into the amplifier cavity by insuring the seed beam is going through the stretcher
using the two apertures before the stretcher. Then the seed must leave the stretcher without
clipping. After the stretcher, the seed must be aligned along a straight line into the cavity
through the thin film polarizer and Faraday rotator. The waveplate before the Pockels cell
must be rotated in order to visualize the seed beam before and after the crystal. The seed
beam is overlapped with the pump beam before and after the crystal by adjusting the cavity
mirrors. Also the seed must be overlapped on itself using the cavity mirror behind the
Pockels cell. The overlap of the seed and the pump beam as well as the seed over itself
requires several adjustments. Once the cavity is aligned, the seed must be blocked at the
Faraday rotator and the pump beam power is increased to threshold (which depends on the
alignment) to test for lasing. Once the cavity is lasing, the Pockels cell can be turned on and
finally the cavity can be seeded. The timing of the Pockels cell turning on and off should be
also adjusted. Finally, after the alignment of both the oscillator and the amplifier is done, it
is recommended to look at the Pockels cell timing and to adjust the overlap of the seed with
the pump beam using an oscilloscope connected to a photodiode behind the Pockels cell and
to the photodiode outside the laser. The power of the KM laser with good alignment reaches
2.6 mJ per pulse at 1 KHz. The beam profile is also important to account for when aligning,
the ultrafast part of the beam should be very intense in the center with a clean mode free
of diffraction.
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2.2.3 Detection
After the TOF tube, the formed ions reach a microchannel plate (MCP) detector. This
MCP detector was reassembled in our lab for better performance. The two MCP plates
were cleaned to fix arcing and improve the gain. The two plates were placed in a chevron
configuration to increase the gain and reduce the ion feedback. The MCP detector is followed
by a photo multiplier detector. The TOF spectra were averaged over 512 laser shots and
were collected by the TDS 3032 Tektronix oscilloscope connected to the PMT. The raw
TOF spectra produced by the oscilloscope are then acquired by LabVIEW and analyzed
using MATLAB and Excel macros.
2.3 Data Analysis
In this section the Excel and MATLAB data analysis software that are used to analyze
the acquired raw TOF data will be explained. MATLAB was used mainly to look at the raw
data obtained from the tektronix scope using LabVIEW.
2.3.1 Plotting the Ion Signal versus Logarithm Laser Intensity
The macro of this program is shown in figure 2.12. The MATLAB software shown in
figure 2.12 allows for the analysis of the hot and the cold spectra as well the difference be-
tween the two spectra and to look for interesting peaks as well as laser chemistry versus
flash pyrolysis chemistry. After collecting the data with the LabVIEW program, four data
files are generated. The data file with the .txt extension is the one opened by MATLAB.
The peaks are integrated using the macro shown in figure 2.13 , where the cursors are set on
both sides of the peak and the start and end values are entered manually for each peak in
the intrange section and then the integration is done by MATLAB using the sum function.
The integrated values are then transferred to Excel to produce the different plots.
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Figure 2.12: The MATLAB macro used to analyze the TOF spectra.
Figure 2.13: The MATLAB macro used to integrate the peaks in the mass spectrum.
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The Excel macro used to produce the plots is shown in figure 2.14. It requires entering the
names of the cold and hot sets acquired in the summary sheet of the macro. The integrated
values for both the hot and cold data are then entered in the data sheet. After the data is
entered for each peak, one must hit the create data tabs and then the plots for the difference
between the hot and cold spectrum multiplied by a given factor are entered manually and
are automatically produced along with the equation for the best fit line for each peak. The
best fit line might need altering based on the results. Then the saturation intensity for each
peak is calculated from the equation of the best fit line.
Figure 2.14: The Excel macro used for data analysis.
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2.3.2 Plotting a Stack of the Flash Pyrolysis Spectra
The MATLAB software used to plot a stack of the corrected flash pyrolysis spectra is
shown in figure 2.15. The stacks are useful when looking at the spectra at different laser
powers, which aid in identifying the different patterns. As shown in figure 2.15, the macro
uses a num2str funsction to convert the array of data points taken at different laser powers
into a string representation str. The conversion for hot data points was done in the first part
of the macro, the second part of the macro converts the cold data points. In the last part
of the macro, the difference spectrum (hot− cold) data points are converted. The contourf
function was then used to plot the 2d of the stack plots in which the three axes are the
logarithm of laser intensity, the integrated intensity of the different peaks at different laser
intensities, and the TOF or mass axis.
Figure 2.15: The MATLAB macro used to produce the stack TOF spectra at different laser
power.
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2.3.3 Converting TOF Spectra to Mass Spectra
The macro used to convert TOF spectra into mass spectra is shown in figure 2.16. The
transformation used follows the Jacobian transform function. The acquired raw spectrum is
in the time-domain which means on the x axis each peak appears at a certain time, which
is the TOF it takes each given fragment and parent to reach the detector. Since we need to
identify the different peaks and assign them to the right m/z value we need to transform the
time x axis to a mass x axis. In this transformation, the area under the peaks in the TOF
spectrum is equal to the area under the peaks in the mass spectrum; I(t)dt = I(m)dm
and I(m) = dt
dm
I(t)
and The kinetic energy E = 1/2mv2
where m is the mass and v is the velocity of ions and E = 1/2m l
t
2
l is the distance to the detector and t is the time taken by the ions to travel from ionization
region to the MCP
Thus t2 = ml
2
2E
From the above equation dt
dm
=
√
l2
8Em
which rearranges into dt
dm
= l
2
4Et
Since E and l are constant, I(m) = c
t
I(t) one must divide the intensities in the TOF spectrum
by the time which is the x-axis in the time domain in order to obtain the intensities in the
mass spectrum. Figure 2.16 shows how the transformation was done using MATLAB. Where
at first we found the starting point of the TOF t0 by selecting two known peaks from the
TOF spectrum. The two masses are entered manually for m1 and m2 peaks and the time
range. Then the difference between the two peaks is obtained to find t0. After finding the
new starting time of the TOF spectrum the Jacobian transform is then applied.
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Figure 2.16: The MATLAB macro used to convert the acquired TOF spectra to mass spectra.
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CHAPTER 3
Detection of Radicals and Isomers
In this chapter, a historical overview on radical production and detection methods is
presented. The focus will be on the detection methods used in this thesis, which is SFI. A
comparison between SFI and the Vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) sources used at the Advanced
Light Source is also presented. The focus will be on the versatility of SFI as an isomer
selective detection method, which was introduced in a previous study done in our lab.
3.1 Radical Production
As mentioned in the first chapter, one of the major challenges researchers are usually
faced with when studying radicals and transient materials is producing these radicals in
sufficient amounts. A variety of methods were developed over the last century to produce
radicals efficiently. These methods involve: oven evaporation, flash photolysis, laser photol-
ysis, laser vaporization, discharge methods, pyrolysis methods, flow reactor and shock tube
methods.
Several studies have been conducted between 1960-1980 aimed to develop a suitable
source to produce and study chemical intermediates and radicals [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19].
Oven Evaporation. Around 1970, oven evaporation [20] [21] was one of the first methods
used to successfully produce chemical intermediates. Oven evaporation consists of pressur-
izing an oven with rare gas atoms and adding the gas of interest to the oven while heating
it to the suitable temperature to form the weakly bound complexes. The Van der Waals
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molecules of NaAr were prepared using oven evaporation by Ahmed-Bitar et al [20]. In their
study, a sodium pressurized oven was heated to ≈400 ◦C and a mixture of Neon-Helium was
then introduced to form the Van der Waals molecule. In a similar study [21] a sodium oven
and a heated nozzle with argon, in a He carrier gas, were used to produce the Van der Waals
NaAr molecule.
Laser Photolysis.With the advancement of powerful UV lasers around 1980, laser pho-
tolysis [22] [23] gained its importance in producing radicals and chemical intermediates. In
the study done by Heaven et al [22] , they used 260 nm excimer ArF laser to produce CN
radicals and SH radicals from H2S and BrCN. Their setup consists of a stainless steel tube
with a hole on one end. The tube was held using an xyz translational stage. They were able
to successfully produce the radicals at a wide range of temperatures. Later on several studies
have used the same technique to characterize the same radicals [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29].
Laser photolysis in a nozzle beam was also used by Smalley et al [23] [30] to produce CH2
and CO from ketene. Their studies focused on improving the photolysis conditions; They
found that using early photolysis could improve their results. Early photolysis produces
cooler radicals compared to late photolysis. This is due to the fact that when the photolysis
is done early on, the radicals produced will have enough time to cool down through collisions.
Photolysis Without a Laser. Photolysis was also used to produce radicals without
the use of a laser. In the study done by Obi et al [31] they introduced a new method for
the production of radicals without the use of lasers. They demonstrated the success of their
method by producing HNO radicals by reacting H and NO with the aid of a mercury lamp.
The advantage of their method was the ability to produce a continuous source of radicals
instead of the previously used pulsed laser source, their method showed a better selectivity
compared to previously used sources.
Laser Vaporization. Another method relying on the use of the laser to produce rad-
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icals is laser vaporization. Originally laser vaporization was used to produce clusters as in
the study done by Rohlfing [32]. A Nd:YAG laser was used to vaporize a carbon from a
graphite rod. The graphite rod was combined with a piezoelectric pulsed valve for Helium
introduction. They were able to successfully produce and study different carbon clusters.
Later on, laser vaporization was used to study small radicals [33]. The study done by Cai et
al [33], showed the advantage of using laser vaporization to produce metal radicals over oven
vaporization. They used a Nd:YAG laser to vaproize the Ba sample from a Ba rod. The
produced Ba atoms react with benzyl chloride to produce BaCl and benzyl radicals. The
major advantage of the method was the production of rotationally and vibrationally cooled
radicals with much less contamination then the oven products.
Discharge Sources. In addition to all the above methods, a variety of discharge meth-
ods are widely used to produce polyatomic radicals [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40]. One of
the first studies that aimed to produce metastable molecules and radicals using a discharge
source is the study done by Searcy [40]. A typical corona discharge source is made of an
anode and a skimmer that acts as a cathode. A voltage is then applied to the anode to
produce the corona discharge. Later on, Leasure et al [39] adapted the same design as that
developed by Searcy with slight modifications that allowed for the use of a discharge source
at lower temperatures. They were able to prove that the corona discharge source produces
excited ’hot’ products.
A discharge lamp was used by Brutschy and Haber [38] to produce an excited He beam
for high resolution scattering experiments. The metastable He beam was found to have a
narrow velocity distribution which is ideal for velocity scattering studies. In 1983, Droege
et al [34] used a glass tube with a tungsten wire attached to the glass tube, the corona
discharge is then produced at the tip of the tungsten wire. Using this source, they were
able to produce and study cooled excited states of OH radicals. Sharpe and Johnson [35]
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then combined the discharge source that was usually used to produce continuous beams to
a pulsed valve. The pulsed discharge source has several advantages over continuous sources
especially when it comes to cooling the products. This cooling allows for a more efficient
production of the radicals in larger quantities and better defined conditions.
Pyrolysis Methods. The laser based methods are limited to specific precursors and
the results are highly complicated by secondary reactions. The mentioned limitations led to
the introduction of the pyrolysis methods to produce radicals through heating suitable pre-
cursors [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [12] [48]. In 1969 Kalos et al [46] developed a pyrolysis
source to perform crossed beam scattering experiments on methyl radicals. In the pryolysis
source, precursors were passed through a copper tube that was heated to temperatures up
to 1600 K using electrons produced from Tungesten ribbon filaments upon applying voltage.
They were able to produce the methyl radicals in good yields and to separate them by their
velocities.
Around the same time, Golden et al [41] introduced pyrolysis experiments at very low
pressure. Their pyrolysis system is made up of a knudsen cell reactor made of fused silica,
the reactor was heated electrically. These very low pressure pyrolysis experiments allowed
them to construct and explain kinetic models of the radicals produced and radical reactions.
They were also able to calculate several reaction parameters including reaction rate con-
stants, activation energies, and heat of formation of the free radicals.
Seybold et al [43] used flash thermolysis which as the name indicates, the residence time
of the precursors in the heated zone is very short and cooling should occur right after the
hot zone. In addition to the short residence time in the hot zone, the concentration of the
products was kept low. Their flash thermolysis apparatus was made of three regions; sample
injection region, hot region which is made of a quartz tube and a cooling region.
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In 1987, Danon et al [47] developed a pyrolysis nozzle to improve the temperature limita-
tions and to enhance the overall performance of the previous pyrolyis sources. Their nozzle
composed of a ruby disk mounted on alumina tubes. The ruby disk was heated up to 1500
K using tungesten wire glued to the outside of the alumina tube. They also developed a
nozzle temperature measurement system to make up for the inaccuracy of the thermocouple
and the limitations of optical pyrometry. Their temperature measurement setup relied on
accurately controlling and measuring the backing pressure before the pyrolysis nozzle. Upon
heating the nozzle, the pressure will change proportional to the square root of the nozzle
temperature. By using the temperature-pressure relationship: P1
P2
=
√
T1
T2
they were able to
calculate the nozzle temperatures at different pressures.
In 1992, Chen and coworkers [12] introduced several modifications of their original pyrol-
ysis source. Their flash pyrolysis was designed to achieve three goals: compatibility of the
flash pyrolysis source with supersonic expansion, high radical production rate and simplicity
of the design. Their design relied on the use of a silicon carbide tube that was resistively
heated by two electrodes. Their design was quite a success and it was replicated by several
groups afterward.
They also were able to show that the pyrolysis nozzle does not affect the temporal profile
of the gas pulse which is important for molecular beam studies. Our source relies mainly
on Chen’s design with slight modifications to make it more compatible with our setup as
described in chapter two of this thesis. Later on several groups used Chen’s design but with
additional modifications [48] [49] [50] [51].
Flow Reactors. In addition to the wide use of flash pyrolysis sources to produce rad-
icals, flow reactors are also widely used to study radicals. A typical flow reactor setup is
shown in figure 3.1. This setup is widely used in numerous radicals studies by Hudgens et
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al [3]. A flow reactor setup is composed of three glass tubes, the reagent flow in the smallest
tube reacts with a mixture of helium and halogen at the end of the tube before flowing into a
skimmer. Typical conditions for flow reactors are 2-8 torr operating pressures and 300-3000
cm/sec flow velocities.
Figure 3.1: A typical flow reactor setup, from reference [3].
3.2 Radicals in a Supersonic Jet Expansion
A molecular beam is a beam of molecules moving from a high pressure to a lower pressure
region by passing through a small orifice, a slit, or a skimmer. Two types of of flow can
occur: effusive beam and supersonic beam. Effusive flow takes place when the orifice size is
too small, molecules will escape through the orifice without undergoing collisions and thus
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without any change in their velocity distributions. In a supersonic beam, the orifice size
is large enough, and the pressure gradient before and after the orifice is high enough, thus
molecules going through the orifice will undergo several collisions. These collisions will lead
to adiabatic cooling where the energy of the molecules in the beam will be converted to
kinetic energy. In a supersonic expansion, the random molecular motion before the skimmer
is converted to an organized accelerated molecular beam with a narrow velocity distribution.
Figure 3.2 shows the important variables in a supersonic expansion;(X/D) the ratio of the
distance downstream to the nozzle diameter, the temperature, pressure, density and colli-
sions. The effusion rate is proportional to the nozzle diameter and the density of molecules.
The Mach number is the ratio of the flow velocity to the local speed of sound. The Mach
number increases down the expansion until reaching a limiting value which is controlled by
the frequency of collision. Upon flowing through the nozzle, the first shock wave is created
around the nozzle as shown in figure 3.2 and the second shock wave at the exit which is also
known as the Mach disk. The silence zone is the zone between the two waves. The location
of the Mach disk is controlled by the pressure before P0 and after P1 at the nozzle. The pres-
sure requirements dictate good pumping speeds or the use of pulsed valve to minimize the
pumping requirements. As shown in figure 3.2, X/D between 40 and 50 is ideal for studying
radicals and reaction intermediates. While the first experimental study [52] on supersonic
jets was motivated by the study of methyl radicals, supersonic jets continue to prove that
they are ideal for the cooling of radicals produced and minimizing the secondary reactions.
Hence the use of molecular beam experiments in our radical studies is suitable with flash
pyrolysis sources.
3.3 Radicals Detection
While the production of radicals has seen considerable advancements, selective radical
detection methods continue to be the interest of several groups and studies. In this section,
we will present a historical overview of the major radical detection methods with the focus
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Figure 3.2: The important variables affecting the molecular beam, from reference [4]
on our method; SFI. Since mass spectrometry relies on ions, the produced radicals need
to be converted to ions in order to be detected and characterized by mass spectrometery.
Ionization methods can be classified into two main categories; ionization with electrons,
which include the widely used electron impact sources [53] [54] [55] and photoionization
produced by lasers [56] [57] [58] [59] or synchrotron radiation. Here we focus on the methods
used to detect isolated radicals, while matrix assisted laser and electrospray ionization are
also widely used to study radicals but beyond the scope what is presented here.
Electron Ionization Methods. Ever since the introduction of the electron ionization
sources in the 50s, it underwent several developments [60] [61] [62] and has been widely used
to ionize all kind of molecules including radicals. A typical electron based ionization system
is composed of a tungesten filament used as an electron source to produce energetic electrons
(typically 70 eV). Upon bombarding the molecule with the energetic electrons, ionization
occurs through the energy transfer from the electrons to the molecule. While electron impact
ionization has long been used to ionize and study many types of molecules, it was not until
the 80s that more studies began to use electron impact ionization to detect and characterize
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radicals. Hayes et al [54] used electron impact ionization to study SiF radicals. Electron
impact ionization resulted in ionizing and fragmenting the parent molecule. They were able
to measure the electron impact cross sections of the parent and fragment ions at different
electron energy. Cross section measurements allowed them to draw important conclusions
on the nature of the parent molecule ionization and dissociation mechanism. In the 80s,
electron impact was also combined with crossed beam methods to study chemical reactions,
often with the detection of radical products.
In a similar study by Baiochii et al [55], electron impact ionization was used to ionize the
free radicals CD3 and CD2. Using the mass spectra of the parent and fragment ions produced
by electron impact ionization, they were able to measure the ionization and dissociative cross
sections.
Microwave Detection Methods. Microwave based detection methods has also been
used for many years to detect and obtain structural information. Hirota and coworkers stud-
ied a variety of radicals in their microwave spectrometer [63] [64] [65]. The major limitation
for microwave detection methods is the low sensitivity. Recent chirped pulse methods have
led to increased ”spectral velocity” so that a many new applications of microwave detection
methods are becoming more available including detection of radicals [66] [67]
Laser-Based Detection Methods. Despite the wide use of electron impact ionization
as a detection method, it has shown some limitations such as the lack of versatility and the
complexity of spectra produced due to fragmentation of the parent molecule. To overcome
these limitations, laser detection methods have been widely used to study radicals. One
of the first used laser-based detection methods is laser induced fluorescence (LIF). In LIF
studies, a tunable laser is tuned to the molecule absorption. Following photon absorption,
the excited ion emits a photon that is then collected [4]. Several studies have used LIF
to detect radicals. Powers et al [30] combined a pulsed supersonic source with LIF to ob-
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tain a fluorescence excitation spectra of cold methoxy radicals and methoxy-argon complex.
Heaven et al [56] produced LIF spectra of several radicals such as vinoxyl, cyclopentadienyl
and benzyl radicals. They were able to obtain rotational structures of these radicals as well.
While LIF is one of the most widely used spectroscopic detection methods, it has two
major limitations. For the radicals to be efficiently detected by LIF, they must have a high
fluorescence yield to a given lower state and their structures should allow photoexcitation by
one photon. These limitations lead to the development of another important spectroscopic
detection technique; multiphoton ionization (MPI). Resonance enhanced multiphoton ion-
ization (REMPI) is a form of MPI. REMPI involves the molecule absorbing a number of
photons to reach a resonant intermediate state; with absorption of further photons, ioniza-
tion takes place. REMPI has become one of the most used ionization technique due to its
versatility, sensitivity and availability [3]. REMPI allowed for the study of several radicals
for the first time [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [57]. A typical REMPI experimental setup is
shown in figure 3.1. The setup consists of a radical source, in this case a flow reactor. The
produced radicals are then ionized by a focused pulsed tunable laser. The REMPI spectra
of the radicals is then obtained by recording ion current of the m/z of interest versus laser
excitation wavelength.
Another widely used detection method to study radicals is infrared (IR) spectroscopy.
Several groups have produced IR spectra of different radicals [58] [74] [75]. IR generation has
become much more commercially available with the developments of oscillator technology.
More recently, IR has been combined with VUV ionization technique. VUV ionization has
several advantages over traditional ionization methods, the most important one in the case of
radical detection is that it is a soft ionization method which minimizes radicals fragmentation.
In a typical VUV setup, the radicals beam is intersected with a VUV laser in the ionization
region. In an IR-VUV setup, the IR laser interacts with the beam either before or after the
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VUV source [59]. VUV light is usually generated using metal vapor or rare gases such as
Xe,Kr or Ar. Several studies have used IR, VUV and IR-VUV to detect radicals. Lee et
al [76] used IR-VUV to detect CH3S radicals. In their setup, CH3S radicals were produced
by the photolysis of CH3SH; these radicals were ionized by the VUV source and the radicals
IR spectra were produced. The major limitation of VUV is that molecules should have an
ionization potential of 10.5 eV to be ionized by a single photon and the higher the energy
required the lower the ion yield. SFI method used in this thesis to detect radicals overcomes
the ionization potential limitation of VUV detection and has the universality that REMPI
has been widely known for. The SFI detection mechanism is explained in the next section.
3.4 SFI between theory and experimental
In this section, an overview on the basic concepts of SFI and a historical overview are pre-
sented. Over the last 30 years, the field of ultrafast lasers have has had several developments.
These developments include laser components such as the Kerr lens modelocking oscillator
and the Ti:Sapphire oscillators which are described in detail in chapter 2. The different
developments led to the use of these ultra short pulses as an ionization tool. This pushed
the research to explain and understand the underlying mechanism of the intense ultra short
pulse ionization or what is known as SFI. SFI is the ionization of a molecule in an intense
laser field. In an intense laser field two competing mechanisms can occur; Multiphoton and
Tunneling ionization.
3.4.1 Mutliphoton Ionization
Mutiphoton ionzation, as the name indicates, is the ionization of atoms and molecules
upon absorbing multiple photons. For this to occur the total energy of the absorbed photons
must overcome the electron binding energy as shown in the kinetic energy (Ekin) equation
relating the photon energy to the binding energy: Ekin = N~ω−Ei. If the photon energy (~ω)
is less than the binding energy (Ei) of the electron, more photons are needed for ionization
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to take place. The ionization rate is related to the intensity of the electric field : γn= σn I
n in
which γn is the ionization rate, σn is photoionization cross section, and I is the laser intensity.
The intensity of the laser field thus determines the type of ionization that can take place.
Two types of multiphoton ionization can occur; REMPI and non resonant multiphoton
ionization (NRMPI) as shown in figure 3.3. REMPI is dominant at laser intensities less
than 1013W/cm2. When the laser intensity is around 1013W/cm2 NREMPI can occur; in
which case, molecules are ionized non-resonantly by absorbing a given number of photons
that is greater than the binding energy. At high laser intensity around 1014W/cm2, tunneling
ionization becomes the dominant ionization mechanism in strong fields. Tunneling ionization
occurs when a strong laser field tilts the potential creating a finite barrier through which
electrons may tunnel to the continuum.
Figure 3.3: A schematic diagram of REMPI and NRMPI processes, from reference [5]
3.4.2 Tunneling Ionization
3.4.3 Strong Field Approximations: Tunneling Ionization Rate
Calculation
Keldysh Parameter. In 1965 [77] Keldysh introduced a parameter to quantitatively
distinguish between the two ionization regimes mentioned in the previous section. Keldysh
expressed this tunneling phenomenon with the widely known Keldysh parameter γ =
√
IP
2UP
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, where the ponderomotive energy UP =
F 2
4ω2L
. IP is the ionization potential, F is the peak
strength of the external field and ωL is the laser frequency [78]. The ponderomotive potential
is the average energy of free electron in an electric field. The Keldysh parameter can be
rearranged to γ =ωL
ωT
, ωT is the tunneling frequency. In another word, tunneling depends
mainly on how long the electron needs to tunnel out of the barrier and how long the potential
will remain tilted. Numerically speaking when γ  1 (ωL  ωT ) tunneling ionization
describes the ionization mechanism, whereas when γ  1 (ωL  ωT ) multiphoton ionization
describes the ionization mechanism. Tunneling ionization conditions are important as it is
a requirement for the application of traditional strong field approximations to calculate the
tunneling ionization rate. It is worth to note that when dealing with the classical REMPI
approximation, a general assumption is made that the electric field is small and thus does
not cause perturbation on the coulomb potential of the atom. This assumption becomes
invalid in intense laser fields which requires new approximations to describe the ionization
mechanism. These approximations are described below.
In 1966, Perelemov Popov Terent’ev [79] expanded on the work of Keldysh and pro-
posed their PPT theory to calculate the ionization probability for the hydrogen atom. The
ionization probability was calculated using equation 3.1 [80]:
WPPT = Cn,lf(l,m)Ei
(
3F
Π(2Ei)3/2
)1/2 (
2(2Ei)
3/2
F
)2n−m−l
exp
(
−2(2Ei)3/2
3F
)3/2
(3.1)
n: principal quantum number
l: is the orbital angular momentum
Ei: ionization energy
F: external field strength
(2(2Ei)
3/2
F
) is averaging the rate over one cycle(
−2(2Ei)3/2
3F
)3/2
effect of long range coulomb potential
In 1986, Ammosov,Delone and Krainov [81] extended the tunneling ionization probability
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calculations from the hydrogen atom to more complex atoms. They replaced l and n with
the effective values. Tunneling ionization was observed experimentally on nobel gases. The
first Xe tunneling was observed in the study done by Chin et al [82] in which they used a
very intense CO2 laser to reach the tunneling ionization regime. Several theories were then
built on the ADK theory to calculate the ionization probabilities for molecules in strong
laser fields.
3.5 Saturation Intensity Calculations
The laser pulse energy dependence of strong-field ionization has been reported by several
researchers [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89]. This is very useful in calculating the saturation in-
tensities (Isat). Isat is defined as the laser intensity at which the ionization rate saturates and
thus ionization probability approaches 1. Hankin et al. [83] used the dependence of ion signal
on the laser field intensity to calculate saturation intensities for atoms. Under parallel beam
conditions, the ion signal is related to W (I ) which is defined as the laser intensity-dependent
ionization rate. For a Gaussian laser radial profile, when the total ion signal S is plotted ver-
sus ln(I0), a linear behavior is obtained at high laser intensities. The ion signal will continue
to increase with increasing the logarithm of the laser intensity until it reaches saturation, at
which point the change in ion signal with the laser intensity [dS/d ln(I0)] becomes constant.
At this laser intensity range, a straight line can be extrapolated as predicted by the barrier
suppression model (BSI) in which W (I )=0 when I<Isat and W (Isat)= ∞ when I>Isat. The
intercept of this straight line with the intensity axis corresponds to the Isat. As discussed
in the literature, Isat values reflect the ease of ionization and have been shown to track the
ionization energies although some molecules have been shown to exhibit an increased Isat
compared to atoms of the same ionization energy.
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3.6 SFI as an Isomer Selective Detection Method
In this section, a detailed description of the study done in our lab is presented. In this
study, SFI was used much like VUV sources to selectively detect the different isomers. Our
study was motivated by several VUV studies such as the study done by Hansen et al. [6]. In
their study, they used a tunable synchrotron VUV to ionize and detect isomers in a flame
source. Figure 3.4 shows the photoionization (PIE) curves of the different isomers obtained
by plotting the photoionization efficiency versus the photon energy. Fitting these PIE curves
allows the determination of the contribution of the different isomers.
A related study done by Taatjes at al [7] used VUV combined with an excimer laser
Figure 3.4: VUV PIE curves obtained for allene and propyne, from reference [6]
photoionization to produce direct chemical kinetics images to relevant combustion chemistry.
These images were obtained by tuning the VUV source and plotting a three dimensional
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image of the different masses under study as shown in figure 3.5. The image shows three
dimensional measurements of the flame. The m/z and position of formation of the products
versus the photon energy were obtained.
SFI with shaped pulses has also been used to distinguish isomers. In this study by Cruz et
al [90], they relied on shaping the femtosecond laser pulse by introducing phase functions.
The two isomers ortho and para Xylene show different phase groups characteristics which
allows to distinguish between the two isomers. This approach is not very general and has
not seen wide use.
Figure 3.5: A three dimensional image of the flame chemistry obtained by combining a
excimer to a VUV source, from reference [7]
The study done by Harada et al [8] related SFI fragmentation patterns to the presence
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or absence of the resonance between the laser wavelength and the electronic energy lev-
els of the parent cations. They tested several isomers, figure 3.6 shows the difference in
fragmentation between the two isomers; 1,3-cyclohexadiene and 1,4-cyclohexadiene. 1,3-
cyclohexadiene shows minimal fragmentation of the parent cation and it has no resonance
between its electronic spectra and laser wavelength. Whereas 1,4-cyclohexadiene shows ex-
tensive fragmentation; this was attributed to the resonance between the electronic spectrum
of the 1,4-cyclohexadiene cation and the laser wavelength.
The first strong field study done in our lab by Yan et al [2] extended on the mentioned
studies above to provide a quantitative study of isomer mixtures. In this study, SFI was
used to quantify mixtures of various species including isomers. It was found that each iso-
mer showed a unique fragmentation patterns in their SFI spectra. Figure 3.7 shows the SFI
spectra of allene and propyne. Allene shows a major peak corresponding to the parent ion
whereas propyne has only a peak representing the parent ion losing a hydrogen. Also, the
double ion peak is only present in the propyne spectrum. This showed that SFI spectrum of
each isomer could be used as a fingerprint to identify and distinguish isomers in mixtures.
Additionally, we showed in this study that the SFI spectra of the isomer and the mixture can
be used to quantify the isomers present. Figure 3.8 shows an example of quantifying allene
and propyne in a mixture. A simple linear regression model is used to fit the mixture and
the allene and propyne isomers to predict their quantities. A very accurate quantification
was obtained. The following chapters will extend upon this study to include radicals and
flash pyrolysis products.
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Figure 3.6: 1,3- and 1,4- cyclohexadiene fragmentation spectra, from reference [8]
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Figure 3.7: SFI spectra of allene and propyne, from reference [2]
Figure 3.8: Quantitative modeling of isomer mixture using SFI mass spectra, from refer-
ence [2]
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CHAPTER 4
Strong Field Ionization of the Flash Pyrolysis Products
of Acetone and Isoprene
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present our flash pyrolysis results for acetone. We then obtain ion
yield plots for the flash pyrolysis products and determine Isats. Using the ion yields, we
show the correlation between Isat and IE for the pyrolysis products. We also show mass
spectra for a mixture of acetone and acetone-d6, which offers insight into the contribution of
bimolecular processes in the flash pyrolysis of dilute mixtures. The flash pyrolysis of isoprene
results are also presented. A detailed comparison is made to an earlier study using a similar
flash pyrolysis source but 10.5 eV VUV photoionization rather than SFI.
4.2 Experimental Methods
Acetone was obtained from EMD Chemicals (99%) and isoprene was obtained from Sigma
Aldrich (99%). Acetone was diluted to 1% in argon and isoprene was diluted to 1% in H2
without further purification. The samples were then introduced to the source chamber via
a piezoelectric pulsed valve operating at 20 Hz. The pyrolysis source described in chapter 2
was used. The nozzle was heated resistively; the electric current varied between 0.6 A and
1 A and was controlled by a Mastech DC power supply. The voltage varied between 19-23
DC volts. The pyrolysis temperature is estimated to be around 1500 K.
The laser power was changed manually by rotating a half-wave plate coupled with a thin
film polarizer set at Brewsters angle. The linearly polarized laser beam was focused into
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the ionization region in the main chamber by a 30 cm focal length lens. In the present
study, the laser beam is assumed to have a Gaussian intensity profile. The laser pulse
duration is estimated to be on the order of 70 fs at the interaction region. These assumptions
give reasonable values for the saturation intensities of the rare gases studied. Argon has a
saturation intensity of 1.1 ×1014W/cm2 which is in good agreement with the value reported
by Uiterwaal et al. [91] The Wiley-McLaren setup consists of two electrodes. The repeller
was held at 4500 V, and the second electrode was held at 200 V. The produced ions then
passed through a 1 m drift region where they reach a microchannel plate/P-47 phosphor
detector viewed by a photomultiplier tube. The produced TOF spectra were averaged over
512 laser shots and were collected using a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix-TDS3000C) then
transferred to a computer for averaging and accumulation.
4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Flash Pyrolysis of Acetone.
The SFI mass spectra of acetone in the presence and absence of flash pyrolysis heating at
a laser intensity of 1.6×1014 W/cm2 are presented in figure 4.1a; the cold acetone spectrum
shows the modest fragmentation resulting from SFI which contributes to the detected pyrol-
ysis products. The SFI fragmentation of the parent molecule is generally subtracted in the
analysis, so that we isolate the contribution from the pyrolysis products . The major peaks
in the cold acetone spectrum are m/z 58 which corresponds to the parent ion mass, m/z
43 which results from the loss of a methyl radical and formation of the acetyl ion CH3CO,
and m/z 15 which corresponds to the formation of the methyl ion. The major fragments
produced by the flash pyrolysis of acetone are the m/z 15, methyl radical (CH3), m/z 16,
methane (CH4), m/z 26, acetylene, m/z 28 (which could be either ethylene (C2H4) or CO),
and m/z 42 which is C2H2O or possibly C3H6.
For most of our flash pyrolysis experiments, we observed attenuation in the overall signal at
elevated temperatures, this is due to a drop in the number density with heating. Argon in
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the case of acetone was added to calibrate for the number density and for any day-to-day
laser fluctuations. A clear depletion of the parent ion signal is observed for the flash pyrolysis
spectrum even after correcting for the reduction in number density. Fig 4.1b shows the sub-
tracted spectrum: (hot − cold), such subtracted spectra are then used for the data analysis
in order to eliminate any contribution from laser-induced fragmentation in the absence of
pyrolysis.
Roaming versus radical chain mechanisms in the pyrolysis of acetone. Several
studies examined the role radial chain mechanism in acetone pyrolysis. Rice and Herzfeld in
their classic paper emphasized the importance of a radical chain mechanism [92]. Recently
Sato and Hidaka [93] examined the proposed mechanism in detail. They used a shock tube
setup coupled with gas chromatographic analysis of the acetone products at 1000 K. The
major stable products they observed were almost identical to ours: CH4, C2H2, C2H4, C2H6,
C2H2O (ketene)and CO. They also observed small quantities of C3H4, C3H6, C3H8 and 1,3-
C4H6 which we did not detect in our setup.
Acetone pyrolysis was also studied by Kiefer and coworkers [94] from 1400-1900K in a shock
tube coupled with Laser-Schlieren monitoring. They combined their experimental results
with ab initio treatment to understand the methyl + acetyl recombination reaction and
provide detailed kinetic modeling. They also aimed in their study to understand the im-
portance of roaming-type reactions. In a roaming mechanism the methyl radical abstracts
either a methyl according to the following reaction: CH3COCH3 → C2H6 + CO, or an
H atom: CH3COCH3 → CH2CO + CH4. They found that the radical chain mechanism
plays a major role, arguing against a major role (>30%) for molecular pathways such as
via roaming. In their study, they also examined the role of abstraction reactions involving
methyl or H atoms produced in ethane decomposition which, in reaction with acetone, lead
to CH3COCH2 which quickly decomposes to ketene and methyl radical. We also examined
pyrolysis of a 50:50 mixture of acetone and deuterated acetone. The associated time-of-flight
mass spectra for this mixture, obtained at moderate laser power, are shown in figure 4.2,
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Figure 4.1: (A)TOF mass spectra of acetone: the mass spectrum taken without flash py-
rolysis is in blue, the flash pyrolysis spectrum is in red. The mass spectra were acquired at
laser intensity 1.6×1014 W/cm2. (B) shows the subtracted mass spectrum (hot-cold).
both with and without flash pyrolysis for the region of the methyl radical. An interesting
aspect of this spectrum is highlighted in the figure: in addition to the dominant peaks at
m/z 15 and 18 (CH3 and CD3, respectively) we see peaks at m/z 16 and 17, respectively
corresponding to CH2D and CD2H, each at about 20-25% of the primary radical peaks. This
clearly shows the importance of the intermolecular abstraction reactions, in particular H +
CH2CO → CH3 + CO and its isopologues, scrambling the methyl isotopic composition [94].
It is worthy of note that this occurs despite the very low concentration employed.
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Figure 4.2: SFI mass spectra of a 50:50 mixture of acetone and deuterated acetone at a
concentration of a 0.2%. The black line is the spectrum acquired without flash pyrolysis of
the mixture. The red trace is the flash pyrolysis spectrum of the mixture.
4.3.2 Acetone Pyrolysis Products Isats
Isats were determined using the dependence of the ion signal on the laser power as follows.
Each mass peak is integrated and plotted against the log of the laser intensity as shown in
figure 4.3. In general, the total ion yield is used to determine Isats, we are here interested in
determining flash pyrolysis products so we focus on the yield of specific masses or fragments.
Figure 4.4 shows the plots where we determine the Isat’s for each of the acetone pyrolysis
products. In some cases we observe a sudden change in the ion yield either showing an
abrupt increase or an abrupt decline. In each case we must consider the specific implications
of this, usually implying fragmentation to lower masses or fragmentation of higher masses
growing in at fragment masses. This is seen clearly in the methyl product in figure 4.5 for
example. The discontinuous rise at higher laser intensities likely represent a contribution
from a higher mass fragment that begins to make a substantial contribution at m/z=15 at
high laser intensities. This region is not included in the Isat determination. Effective Isat
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values are obtained for m/z=14, 15, 16, 28, and 42. These are ascribed to methylene, methyl,
methane, ethylene and ketene. Although CO is a possible candidate for the m/z=28 product
and is certainly present, its high ionization energy suggests it is not likely to be detected
nearly as easily as ethylene, so we assign the detected m/z=28 mainly to the latter product.
Figure 4.6 shows the Isat values determined from the data in figure 4.4 plotted against the
literature ionization energies for the products we identify. A strong correlation is observed.
It has been noted previously that Isat values determined for molecules are often higher than
expected compared to those of rare gas atoms. This is known as ”suppressed ionization”
and it has been attributed in part at least to interference effects for ionization from different
orbitals. It is interesting to speculate whether open shell systems will show an analogous
suppression. It is an issue deserving of further investigation.
4.3.3 Flash Pyrolysis of Isoprene.
Figure 4.7 shows the flash pyrolysis spectrum of isoprene, along with the cold spectrum.
The major peak in the cold spectrum is m/z 68 which corresponds to the parent molecule,
C5H8, C2H3 and C4H6. The major products obtained in flash pyrolysis spectrum are m/z
54, C4H6, m/z 52, C4H4, m/z 51, C4H3, m/z 50, C4H2, m/z 40, C3H4, m/z 39, C3H4, m/z
28, C2H3, m/z 26, C2H2, and m/z 15, CH3.
Isoprene pyrolysis was generally studied at temperatures lower than 1000 ◦C [95] [96]. In
2007, Weber and Zhang [97] reported a study at higher temperatures closely related to the
work presented here. They used a similar pyrolysis source but with a VUV probe at 118
nm (10.5 eV), the ninth harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser. They combined their experimental
results with ab initio calculations at the B3LYP/6-31+G(2df,p) level of theory to propose
mechanisms and structures for the formation of the observed pyrolytic products CH3, C2H4,
C3H3, C3H4, C4H4, C4H5, C5H6, C5H7, and C6H6. Our results agree to a great extent with
theirs, although the strong-field probe allows us to gain some additional insight as detailed
in what follows. The report by Liu et al. [98] is another interesting study related to our work.
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Figure 4.3: Example of the Isat calculation plot for argon gas. The solid line is the best fit
for the linear region. Isat is given by the intercept of the best fit with the x-axis.
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Figure 4.4: Isat plots for acetone flash pyrolysis products (C2H2O),(CH3),(C2H4) and (C2H2).
The ion yield is plotted versus the logarithm of the laser intensity. The solid lines are the
best fit for the linear region. Isats are highlighted by the arrows indicating the intercepts.
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Figure 4.5: Isat plots for methyl radical produced by the flash pyrolysis of acetone showing
a discontinuous increase in the ion intensity at higher laser intensities.
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Figure 4.6: Experimental Isat plotted against the literature ionization energies for the prod-
ucts obtained from the flash pyrolysis of acetone.
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They used tunable VUV dissociative ionization of isoprene, coupled with G2 calculations of
the energies of the neutral and ionic products. Although not a pyrolysis study, it provides a
useful comparison to the cold spectra presented here and that reported by Weber and Zhang
at 10.5 eV. In the following, we consider the dominant peaks in the subtracted (hot-cold)
pyrolysis spectrum in figure 4.7 in turn.
C4H6 is the peak at m/z 54. This mass could have several isomers, with 1,3 butadiene
perhaps most likely. This mass was also seen clearly by Weber and Zhang. They noted that
it is not energetically feasible for isoprene to eliminate CH2. They considered the possibility
of H abstraction by C4H5 radicals, but because they observed little difference in the relative
yield as the isoprene concentration was changed from 15% to 1.5%, they suggested instead
it might be a fragmentation product resulting from the VUV probe. However, the relative
yield we find is very similar to that reported by Weber and Zhang. Furthermore, the VUV
dissociative ionization reported by Liu et al. [98] at 17 eV showed very little m/z=54 or 52,
with 53 dominant. We thus suspect that bimolecular processes are involved despite the low
precursor concentrations. This is similar to acetone results for mixed isotopologues presented
above which emphasizes the importance of bimolecular processes even at very low precursor
concentrations. H abstraction from an isoprene molecule by the initial methyl loss product
C4H5 appears to be a likely route despite the low concentrations.
C4H5 is the peak at m/z 53 corresponding to the loss of CH3 from the parent C5H8.
Hansen et al. [99]reported an extensive study combining synchrotron VUV probe of several
fuel-rich flames with high level ab initio calculations to investigate the C4H5 and C4H3
radicals that were formed. For C4H5, CH3CCCH2 was found to be the lowest energy isomer,
although three additional isomers were found to lie within 4 kcal/mol of this minimum. This
peak is a relatively minor contribution both in our spectra and in that reported by Weber
and Zhang, although the m/z=15 peak is significant in our spectra. We discuss this further
below.
C4H4 is the strong peak at m/z 52 which corresponds to CH4 loss from isoprene. It is the
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principal pyrolysis product both in our spectra and in the work of Weber and Zhang. This
mass can have four possible structures: 1-Buten-3-yne (vinyl acetylene), cyclobutadiene,
1,2,3-butatriene and methylenecyclopropene. Weber and Zhang [97] calculated the energies
and transition states and identified the most likely C4H4 isomers to be: 1-But-3-yne and 1,2,3-
butatriene, with the former favored by≈ 2kcal/mol, althoughhighlevelcalculationsplacethisdifferenceat≈
8 kcal/mol [100]. One point worthy of note is that we do not detect a significant peak at
m/z=16 for the cofragment methane. The vertical ionization energy of methane is quite high
at 13.6 eV, so we would expect to see this product only weakly. However, the appearance
energy of CH+3 from methane is only slightly higher, at 14.25 eV. We suspect much of the
strong m/z=15 peak we observe may be fragmentation of methane in the SFI process. This
would account for the fact that it is seen only as a modest peak in the 10.5 eV VUV spectrum
but as a major peak in the SFI spectrum.
C4H3 is the peak at m/z 51. Although a minor peak, we observe a higher yield at this
mass than did Weber and Zhang. Kaiser et al. [101] measured the ionization energies of
six different C4H3 isomers using photoionization efficiency curves produced at the Advanced
Light Source. They also reported theoretical calculations of their relative energies and both
vertical and adiabatic ionization energies. The lowest energy species, the resonantly sta-
bilized i -C4H3, was found to be favored by greater than 12 kcal/mol relative to the next
highest energy isomer. Both the vertical (8.5 eV) and adiabatic (8.0 eV) ionization ener-
gies for this product are well below the energy of the 10.5 VUV probe used by Weber and
Zhang. This suggests that our observed m/z=51 includes SFI fragmentation of the primary
m/z=52 pyrolysis product. This is analogous to what is seen in allene as discussed in the
next paragraph.
C3H4 and C3H3 are the peaks at m/z 40 and 39. We discuss these together as related
peaks. Weber and Zhang [97] suggested that the pyrolysis product C3H4 could be either
allene, propyne or quite possibly a mixture of the two, following the elimination of C2H4.
We previously examined the strong-field ionization of propyne and allene [2]. The results
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showed very distinct fragmentation behavior for these two molecules: propyne gave almost
exclusively m/z=40, while allene gave a dominant peak at m/z=39. We showed that we
could use this behavior to quantify the relative yield of these species. However, in isoprene
pyrolysis of course m/z=39 could also be the propargyl radical. By examining the ion yield
dependence on laser intensity, we can disentangle the direct propargyl photoionization from
the allene fragmentation. The m/z= 39 ion yields from isoprene flash pyrolysis is shown in
Fig 9. We see very little contribution at the threshold region where the propargyl radical
is expected to contribute. Instead we see an abrupt onset similar to that we reported
previously for allene. By fitting the yield of m/z=39 and 40 for isoprene pyrolysis with the
yields obtained for the stable parent molecules allene and propyne under similar conditions,
as shown in figure 4.9, we find the relative yield of allene to propyne to be 70:30.
C2H4 and C2H2 The other very strong peaks in the SFI spectra are m/z=28 and 26,
which we readily assign to ethylene and acetylene. These are comparable in intensity to the
m/z=52 signal. Mass 28 was seen weakly by Weber and Zhang but acetylene was not seen at
all. This is consistent with the ionization energies of 10.51 and 11.4 eV for these molecules:
the 118 nm probe is not sensitive to these products. This highlights that SFI has the conve-
nience of the direct laser probe with the advantage of near-universal detection. The observed
ethylene product could arise directly as the cofragment to C3H4, which is the propyne/allene
product discussed above, represented by the strong peaks seen at m/z=39 and 40. However,
there is no analogous cofragment at m/z=42 to match the substantial acetylene peak. A
likely source of acetylene formation is thus decomposition of vinyl acetylene (m/z=52) formed
following the initial methane elimination. This gives two acetylene molecules as its dominant
decay pathway [102] and accounts for the absence of a matching co-product in the spectrum.
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Table 4.1: Summary of experimental Isat for all the flash pyrolysis products and the ionization
energies used in figure 4.10, v stands for the vertical ionization energies. All values are from
reference [1] unless otherwise stated.
Species Ionization Isomers Isat
Energies (×1013W/cm2)
CH3 9.84 Methyl 5.67
C4H2 10.3(v) 1,3-Butadiyne 6.17
C2H4 10.5(v) Ethylene 6.7
C2H2 11.43(v) Acetylene 7.58
C2H2O 9.64(v) Ketene 5.84
C5H8 8.85(v) Isoprene 3.8
CH3I 9.53(v) Iodomethane 6.31
C3H6O 9.703 Acetone 4.9
C3H4O 10.15(v) Acrolein 6.61
C2H4O 10.24(v) Acetyl aldehyde 6.03
C2H5Br 10.29 (v) Ethyl bromide 5.62
C3H4 10.54 (v) Propyne 6.92
7*C4H5 7.6
1 i -C4H5 6.17
9.28(v)1 (E)-n-C4H5
9.27(v)1 (Z)-n-C4H5
7.971 CH3CCCH2
7.971 CH3CHCCH
7.51 CH2CH2CCH
7.251 cyclic
4* C4H4 8.24(v) Cyclobutadiene 6.53
8.41(v) Methylene cyclopropene
9.25 1,2,3-butatriene
9.64 1-buten-3-yne
5*C4H3 8.46(v)
2 i -C4H3 7.05
9.77(v)2 (E)-n-C4H3
9.79(v)2 (Z)-n-C4H3
9.452 Cyclic C4H3
8.252 cyclic C4H3
3*C3H4 10.2 Allene 7.67
10.54(v) Propyne
9.86(v) Cyclopropene
H2 15.43 Hydrogen 10.7
Kr 13.99 Krypton 9.53
Ar 15.759 Argon 11.5
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Figure 4.7: SFI mass spectra of isoprene: The blue spectrum is without flash pyrolysis and
red trace is the flash pyrolysis spectrum. The black spectrum is the difference between the
hot and cold spectrum showing the fragments resulting from pyrolysis. The numbers indicate
the masses of the major fragments resulting from the flash pyrolysis of isoprene.
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Figure 4.8: Isat plot of the m/z 39 fragment produced by the flash pyrolysis of isoprene.
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Figure 4.9: SFI mass spectra of m/z 39 and 40. The blue spectrum is obtained for pure
allene, the red spectrum pure propyne . The black spectrum is the mass spectrum showing
m/z 40 and 39 produced by the flash pyrolysis of isoprene.
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Figure 4.10: Experimental Isats versus ionization energies of flash pyrolysis prodcuts. Black
points represents the precursors that has one possible isomer. Grey points are the experi-
mental Isats for rare gases and H2. Red points represent open shell molecules and pyrolysis
products of the flash pyrolysis of isoprene with all their possible isomers. The suggested
structures for the pyrolysis products of isoprene are highligted in green.
4.3.4 Isat Between Theory and Experiment.
Several groups have used ADK theory to model saturation intensities. The results show
good agreement between the calculated Isat and the measured Isat for noble gases [103] [104].
The situation became more complicated as researchers moved to diatomic molecules and
beyond. Guo et al. [105] compared the theoretical ion intensities to the experimental ion
intensities of both O2 and N2. They found good agreement for N2 but not for O2, which
showed an evident suppression in ionization compared to Xe. Moreover, Hankin et al. [84]
looked at a variety of organic molecules and found ionization suppression to be a general
feature in organic molecules. Suppressed ionization is believed to be caused mainly by in-
terference between the ionization pathways associated with the different atomic centers in a
molecule. Thus SFI approximations such as ADK theory fail to provide a good description
of the ionization mechanism in molecules. While several studies as mentioned above dealt
with rare gases and diatomic molecules, very few studies looked into molecules and none
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have looked into radicals and open shell molecules. Our results provide an opportunity to
begin this examination. Table I compiles the ionization energies and measured saturation
intensities of all the molecules and atoms studied, and Figure 4.10 shows the Isat-IE correla-
tion. There are four points to be made regarding figure 4.10. First, the grey points show the
saturation intensities of precursor molecules and rare gas atoms studied. A good correlation
is obtained between the calculated saturation intensities and the known ionization energies
of the systems under study. This good correlation extends to several of the radicals produced
by the flash pyrolysis of isoprene (green points). Second, the saturation intensities measured
for the closed shell molecules we studied are somewhat suppressed with respect to the rare
gas atoms (as shown in red points) which is in agreement with the suppression of ionization
of organic molecules shown in the study by Hankin et. al [84]. The third point of interest is
that the vertical IE values provides a better agreement with the Isat than the adiabatic IE.
This is expected for tunneling ionization since the timescale does not permit any vibrational
relaxation. This is clear in the structures that have reported vertical ionization energies:
n-C4H5,C4H3 and C3H4 in which using the vertical ionization values (table I) shows a bet-
ter correlation with the saturated intensities. The final aspect of the saturation intensity
correlation is seen in those points on the plot that fall far from the correlation line. This
is a clear sign that these features are associated with laser-induced fragmentation of higher
mass peaks. Although we have argued that SFI is a ”semi-soft” ionization method, some
fragmentation does occur that is strongly system-dependent. The correlation plot then can
immediately reveal when this is an issue, if possible products and their IE’s are known.
4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have shown the advantages of coupling of a flash pyrolysis molecular
beam source with SFI. This allowed us to investigate in detail the flash pyrolysis of acetone
and isoprene as prototype systems. The data obtained complements previous VUV studies.
This provides a complete picture on the flash pyrolysis mechanism especially the intermolec-
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ular role in the flash pyrolysis of acetone. Isoprene flash pyrolysis is much more complicated
than acetone, and with the use of SFI new products are detected. A strong correlation was
observed in the plot of the calculated Isats of the flash pyrolysis products of acetone and the
IE correlation plot. We have also shown that the SFI-IE correlation tracks the vertical IE,
and that the ionization suppression phenomenon is worth further investigation.
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CHAPTER 5
Strong Field Ionization of the Flash Pyrolysis Products
of Combustion Relevant Systems
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, strong field ionization of the flash pyrolysis products of combustion rele-
vant systems are presented. The Isat results for the flash pyrolysis products are plotted. Isats
were only calculated when the pyrolysis products were produced in sufficient concentrations.
A detailed comparison between our results and the literature results is also presented. An
example of the ability of using SFI as an isomer selective detection tool is demonstrated on
the flash pyrolysis products of heptane and its isomers. This is achieved using the calculated
Isat versus I.E plots of the flash pyrolysis products. NO2 Isat was determined and compared
to previous literature determination of the I.E of NO2.
5.2 Flash Pyrolysis of Esters and Alcohols
5.2.1 Ethyl acetate
The SFI mass spectra of ethyl acetate in the presence and absence of flash pyrolysis heat-
ing at a laser intensity of 2.7×1014 W/cm2 are presented in figure 5.1; the cold ethyl acetate
spectrum shows a modest fragmentation resulting from SFI, the flash pyrolysis spectrum
of ethyl acetate differ from the SFI spectrum. The major peaks in the cold ethyl acetate
spectrum are m/z 88 which corresponds to the parent ion mass, m/z 61 which results from
the loss of C2H3 and formation of C2H5O2, m/z 43 which corresponds to the formation of
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Figure 5.1: TOF mass spectra of ethyl acetate: the mass spectrum taken without flash
pyrolysis is in blue, the flash pyrolysis spectrum is in red. The mass spectra were acquired
at laser intensity 2.7×1014 W/cm2.
the C2H3O radical, m/z 29 and 27 corresponding to the ethyl and vinyl radicals respectively.
The major fragments produced by the flash pyrolysis of ethyl acetate are m/z 60 which
corresponds to the formation of acetic acid (C2H4O2), m/z 45, C2H5O, m/z 42 which is
ketene (C2H2O), and m/z 28 (which could be either ethylene (C2H4) or CO).
Due to the importance of ethyl acetate in the fuel composition, several pyrolysis studies
focused on understanding its thermal decomposition [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112].
Bilger and Hibbert [106] reported one the first pioneering studies that aimed in proposing a
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general mechanism for the decomposition of esters under heat. In their study, they examined
the pyrolysis of a variety of esters decomposition at temperatures ranging between 400 −
500 ◦C. The mechanism they proposed to explain the decomposition of esters is determined
by the structure of the ester under study. Esters with a β hydrogen in the alkoxy group
decompose to produce acid (RCOOH) and olefin (R2CCR2). Esters that do not have a β
hydrogen follow a more complicated scheme when decomposing to produce several products
in addition to the acid and olefin. In the case of ethyl acetate, they proposed two schemes
by which the decomposition can take place; the first mechanism: CH3COOCH2CH3 →
CH3COO + CH2CH3 which produces two major products acetic acid and ethylene. The
second mechanism: CH3COOCH2CH3 → CH3CO + OCH2CH3 which produces the free
radicals that can further interact to form several other products in addition to acetic acid and
ethylene. In the case of ethyl acetate, they proposed that only the first mechanism takes place
since they were able to detect only two products, acetic acid and ethylene in equal ratios.
Around the same time, Hurd and Blunck [107] were also studying the pyrolysis of esters.
They were able to detect few other products in the pyrolysis of ethyl acetate: formaldehyde,
acetic anhydride, methane, hydrogen, and CO. They proposed a radical chain mechanism
to explain the formation of the additional products. They also proposed the need for higher
pyrolysis temperatures for the production of radicals due to the stability of ethyl esters. They
further proposed the formation of a cyclic intermediate that forms when the hydrogen atom
of the alkoxy group bridges with oxygen of the carboxyl group, the cyclic intermediate then
decomposes to the acid and olefin. This cyclic intermediate was further confirmed by Blades
[112]. The above pyrolysis studies were done at low temperatures. Ethyl acetate shock tube
experiments were done by Saitol et al [108] at higher temperatures (1300-1500 K). In their
study, they measured branching ratios of the thermal decomposition of ethyl acetate. The
decomposition of ethyl acetate relied heavily on the heating temperatures. Below 1400 K,
acetic acid and ethylene were the only products. With the increase in heating temperatures,
new products were formed; H2O, CH2CO, CO2 and CH4. These products result from further
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decomposition of the produced acetic acid. More recently, Saheb et al. [110] performed ab
intio calculations to understand the mechanism of thermal decomposition of ethyl acetate.
Their study showed the formation of a six membered ring in the transition state of ethyl
acetate decomposition. Also they showed that the formation of acetic acid and ethylene is
the major channel. At higher temperatures, the reaction channels leading to the formation
of CH3COH and CH3CH2OH+CH2CO become more important to the rate constant. In our
setup, the products were not limited to acetic acid and ethylene. This suggests that at higher
temperatures a radical chain mechanism is indeed the dominant mechanism.
5.2.2 Methanol
The SFI mass spectra of methanol in the presence and absence of flash pyrolysis heating
are presented in figure 5.2; the cold methanol spectrum shows the fragmentation resulting
from SFI of the parent molecule. The major peaks in the cold methanol spectrum are m/z
32 which corresponds to the parent ion mass, m/z 31 which results from the loss of the H
atom and formation of CH2OH, m/z 29 corresponds to the formation of the formyl (CHO)
radical, m/z 17 corresponds to the hydroxyl (OH) radical. The major fragments produced
by the flash pyrolysis of methanol, m/z 30, CH2O, m/z 18, H2O,and m/z 15, methyl radical.
Methanol has been the focus of several combustion studies. In the shock tube study
by Cribb et al [113], methanol pyrolysis was studied at 1800-2660 K. The major reaction
channel for unimolecular decomposition of methanol was the formation of CH2OH+H. At
higher temperatures, the dominant pathway is the decomposition of CH3OH to CH2OH +
H followed by the decomposition of CH2OH to give CH2O and H. They also proposed that
CH3 is solely formed through the decomposition of CH3OH.
Norton and Dryer [114] summarized the literature pyrolysis studies of methanol at a wide
range of temperatures and a variety of pyrolysis methods. They proposed that methanol py-
rolysis proceeds through a chain process initiated by the reaction: CH3OH → CH3+OH.
Furthermore they emphasized other reactions that were previously ignored in methanol de-
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Figure 5.2: TOF mass spectra of methanol: the mass spectrum taken without flash pyrolysis
is in blue, the flash pyrolysis spectrum is in red. Black spectrum is the difference (hot-cold)
spectrum.
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composition rate calculations. These reactions involve;
CH2OH + HCO → CH3OH + CO
CH2OH + H → CH2O + H2
CH2OH + H → CH3 + OH
CH2OH + CH3 → C2H5 + OH
CH3OH + CO→ CH4 + CO2
Our results agree with the proposed reactions by Norton and Dryer, which implies that
methanol pyrolysis is initiated through the composition of CH3OH to CH3+OH. This is
followed by the interaction of several products to further produce CH2O,CH2OH and H2O.
5.3 Flash Pyrolysis of Alkyl Iodides and Alkyl Bro-
mides
5.3.1 CH3I and CH2I2
The SFI mass spectra of methyl iodide in the presence and absence of flash pyrolysis
heating at a laser intensity of 9.5×1013 W/cm2 are presented in figure 5.3; the cold methyl
iodide spectrum shows the modest fragmentation resulting from SFI. The major peaks in the
cold methyl iodide spectrum are m/z 141 which corresponds to the parent ion mass, m/z 64
corresponds to the formation of I2+. The major fragments produced by the flash pyrolysis
of methyl iodide are the m/z 127, I , and m/z 15, methyl radical.
Few studies have focused on the pyrolysis of pure CH3I. The study done by Skorobogatov
et al. [115] aimed for a better understanding of the pyrolysis of iodomethanes. They found
no evidence of traditional pyrolysis of methyl radical recombination to produce ethane. The
flash pyrolysis products were dominated by methane and iodine. Methane was suggested to
form when the methyl radical reacts with the parent molecule. The recombination between
the methyl radical with the parent molecule can also produce methane, CH2I, I, and I2.
Despite the recombination observed in some of our flash pyrolysis experiments, CH3I shows
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Figure 5.3: TOF mass spectra of methyl iodide: the mass spectrum taken without flash
pyrolysis is in blue, the flash pyrolysis spectrum is in red.
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no evidence of any bimolecular recombination of the methyl radicals.
CH2I2. Skorobogatov et al. also studied the pyrolysis of CH2I2. The pyrolysis products
were found to be dominated by methane and iodine similar to CH3I. In our experiment, CH2I2
pryrolysis was performed in the presence of oxygen. This study was motivated by the recent
focus of several studies on the production of the Creigee intermediate CH2OO [116] [117] [118]
[119]. The Creigee intermediate plays an important role in the production of OH radicals
during the winter season, when there is no sunshine to catalyze the formation of OH radical.
Recent studies showed the formation of CH2OO from the reaction CH2I + O2 → CH2OO
+ I. Several photolysis methods were used to produce CH2I from CH2I2 in the presence of
O2. In the study done by Eskola et al [118], they used several atomic resonance lamps to
ionize the photolysis products from the different precursors (CH2Br2,CH2I2). They failed to
produce the CH2O2 intermediate. Instead they measured the formation and disappearance
of IO. In a recent study by Taajtes et al [116], they were able to successfully produce the
Creigee intermediate. 248 nm laser photolysis was used to produce CH2I from CH2I2 in the
presence of excess O2.
In our study, we used flash pyrolysis of CH2I2 in the presence of oxygen. Several conditions
were tested. Oxygen percentage, laser power, and the pyrolysis temperatures were varied
in an effort to produce of CH2O2. Figure 5.5 shows the SFI flash pyrolysis of CH2I2 in the
presence of different O2 percentages. We were unable to detect CH2O2 likely owing to the
need of excess O2. The use of a strong oxidizing agent such as oxygen, led to the formation of
SiO2 coating, which in turn caused the SiC tube to deteriorate. Nevertheless shown in figure
5.5, we are able to see clearly that the ratio of O2 does indeed affect the amount of CH2
produced as well as I. This indicates that the oxygen ratio affects the interaction between
CH2I2 and O2. The power of the laser as well as the temperatures were varied to study their
influence. No clear conclusion was derived regarding these factors.
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Figure 5.4: TOF mass spectra of CH2I2 in the presence of different oxygen percentages: blue
spectrum is 20%, red spectrum is 30%, pink spectrum is 40%, black spectrum is 45% .
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5.3.2 Vinyl Bromide, Propargyl bromide
Vinyl bromide. The SFI mass spectra of vinyl bromide in the presence and absence of
flash pyrolysis heating at a laser intensity of 1.5×1014 W/cm2 are presented in figure 5.5; the
major fragments in the flash pyrolysis spectrum of vinyl bromide includes the production of
vinyl (C2H3) radical at m/z 27, and minor peak at m/z 26 corresponding to (C2H2). It is
worth mentioning that the vinyl radical was only observed at low pyrolysis temperatures.
The vinyl radical has been the focus of several studies due to the fact that it is the simplest
unsaturated free radical, and due to its role in combustion and soot formation. Shilov and
Sabirova [120] proposed that the thermal decomposition of vinyl bromide proceeds via the
formation of HBr and C2H2 through a second order reaction. Cadman and Engelbrecht [121]
studied the decomposition of vinyl bromide using a shock tube setup. They also proposed
the decomposition to proceed through the formation of HBr. Saito et al. [122] agreed with
the previous studies that HBr formation is the preferred pathway for the decomposition of
vinyl bromide. All the mentioned studies failed to detect other products that might suggest
the formation a of vinyl radical as the initiation step. Laws et al [123] [124] were able to
detect the different radicals at temperatures below 800 K. They were able to detect ethylene,
acetylene, 1,3-butadiene, and vinyl acetylene. HBr was not detected in their experiment. In
their kinetic modeling, they proposed the formation of all the radicals through second order
reactions. The heating temperature was found to influence the initiation reaction. Free
radicals initiate the pyrolysis reaction at low heating temperatures whereas HBr formation
initiates it at high temperatures. It is worth mentioning that our results were obtained at low
temperatures as we were unable to detect the vinyl radical at high pyrolysis temperatures.
We did not observe any HBr in our setup. This agrees with Laws et al [123]suggestion that
indeed free radicals initiate the reaction at low temperature.
Propargyl bromide. The SFI TOF spectra of propargyl bromide in the presence and
absence of flash pyrolysis heating at a laser intensity of 1.5×1014 W/cm2 are presented in
figure 5.5; the flash pyrolysis of propargyl bromide spectrum produces the propargyl radical
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Figure 5.5: TOF mass spectra of vinyl bromide: the mass spectrum taken without flash
pyrolysis is in blue, the flash pyrolysis spectrum is in red. Black spectrum is the difference
(hot-cold) spectrum.
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Figure 5.6: TOF spectra of propargyl bromide in the range 15-40 a.m.u: the mass spectrum
taken without flash pyrolysis is in blue, the flash pyrolysis spectrum is in red.
(C3H3) radical at m/z 39, and a minor peak at m/z 26 corresponding to (C2H2) upon
applying heat.
Despite the importance of propargyl radicals in flame and combustion studies, studies on
the propargyl radical are limited. This is due to the difficulty in producing the propargyl
radical in sufficient quantities without recombination. Supersonic cooling combined with
flash pyrolysis, facilitated the production of propargyl radical with minimal side reactions.
Minsek and Chen [125] were able using flash pyrolysis of propagyl bromide to successfully
produce the first photoelectron spectrum of the propargyl radical. Side products resulting
from dimerization of the propargyl radicals were not observed when the precursor concen-
tration is kept low. Several studies of the propargyl radical focused on the bimolecular
recombination products of propargyl radical. In the study done by Scherer [126], they used
shock tube pyrolysis of iodo propyne to produce propargyl radical. They were able to detect
the C3H3 recombination product C6H6. They also proposed the decomposition of C3H3 to
C3H2 which is similar to our results. No recombination products were observed in our setup
and very low temperatures were required to produce the propargyl radical.
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5.4 Flash Pyrolysis of Nitromethane
The SFI mass spectra of nitromethane in the presence and absence of flash pyrolysis
heating are presented in figure 5.7; the cold nitromethane spectrum shows the modest frag-
mentation resulting from SFI. The major peaks in the cold nitromethane spectrum are m/z
46 which corresponds to NO2, m/z 16 which results from the formation of CH4, m/z 14
which corresponds to the formation of the CH2. The major fragments produced by the flash
pyrolysis of nitromethane are the m/z 44 which could be either CO2 or H2CNO, m/z 43,
HCNO, m/z 30 which could be H2CO or NO, and m/z 28 which corresponds to the forma-
tion of CO, m/z 15 which corresponds to the methyl radical and m/z 18 which corresponds
to the formation of H2O.
The pyrolysis of nitromethane has been studied in depth over the last 60 years due to
its importance as an energetic molecule and its influence on pollution. A nice summary
of the pyrolysis and photolysis of nitromethane is presented in the study by Napier and
Norrish [127]. To provide a deeper insight into the decomposition of nitromethane, Napier
and Norrish used flash photolysis and kinetic spectroscopy techniques in their study. They
confirmed that the pyrolysis of nitromethane is initiated by the decomposition to methyl
radical and NO2. They suggested that the formation of other products such as formalde-
hyde, methanol, CO and H2O results from the decomposition and side reactions of the initial
products.
Crawforth and Waddington [128] suggested in their pyrolysis experiments of nitromethane
at 305− 440 ◦C two initiation reactions for the decomposition of nitromethane;
CH3NO2 → CH3 + NO2
CH3NO2 → CH2O + HNO
They also suggested that CH4 formed by the reaction of the methyl radical with ni-
tromethane. Whereas formaldehyde forms by the reaction of CH3 radical and nitromethane:
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Figure 5.7: TOF mass spectra of nitromethane: the mass spectrum taken without flash
pyrolysis is in black, the flash pyrolysis spectrum is in red.
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CH3NO2 + CH3 → CH4 + CH2NO2. They were also able to detect N2 in addition to methyl-
nitrite.
Roaming in the formation of the pyrolysis products of nitromethane In chapter
4 we discussed a possible role for roaming in acetone pyrolysis. While roaming might ex-
plain the formation of several pyrolysis products of the precursors discussed here, roaming
in the decomposition of nitromethane specifically has been the focus of the recent litera-
ture [129] [130] [131] [9]. While most studies assumed initially that the thermal decom-
position of nitromethane proceed via the C-N bond cleavage, theoretical and experimental
studies have challenged the initial assumption. Nguyen et al [130] focused in their study on
resolving the discrepancy in the literature between the theoretical and experimental results
of nitromethane decomposition. They suggested the isomerization of nitromethane to methyl
nitrite to occur via tight transition state and the transition state for the formation CH3 +
NO2 is 6 Kcal/mole below the isomerization transition state.
On the other hand, Zhe et al [131] found the isomerization to cis-CH3NO2 to occur via loose
transition state and suggested the CH3NO2 dissociation to occur via a roaming mechanism.
This was reconfirmed in their recent study [129]. They used RRKM theory to study compu-
tationally the thermal decomposition of nitromethane. Three paths were suggested for the
thermal decomposition of nitromethane;
CH3NO2 → CH3 + NO2
CH3NO2 → CH3ONO→ CH2O + HNO
CH3NO2 → CH3ONO → CH3O + NO
At low pressure, the major channel is the isomerization channel to CH3ONO which decom-
poses via a roaming transition state. The CH3 + NO2 channel is found to be dominant at
high pressures. The roaming mechanism in the photodissociation of nitromethane was fur-
ther confirmed by the IRMPD exepriments combined with imaging techniques in the study
done by Dey et al. [9]. The potential energy surface for the dissociation of nitromethane is
shown in figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: PES for the dissociation of nitromethane,from reference [9]
The potential energy surface shows that the two transition states of: the isomerization
channel to methyl nitrite and the decompostion channel to CH3 + NO2, have nearly the
same energy. This is characteristics of a roaming transition state (TS) as is TS1 in figure
5.8, which resembles the seperated fragments TS. The experimental images for the NO
product show low transitional energies which supports the predicted roaming mechanism.
In our flash pyrolysis of nitromethane, the absence of NO2 as a major pyrolysis product
and the formation of several other products confirms the importance of CH3NO2 roaming
mechanism .
5.4.1 Discrepancy in the Measured Ionization Potential of NO2
In this section, the saturation intensity of NO2 is measured to gain some insight into the
ionization potential of NO2. This experiment was motivated inpart by the large historical
discrepancy in the literature values of the ionization potential of NO2. In 1958, Collin and
Lossing [10] summarized the previous measured ionization potentials of NO2. The summary
is shown in table 5.9. In their study, they measured the ionization potential of NO2 to be
13.98 eV using electron impact ionization. This value is higher than the vertical ionization
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Figure 5.9: Summary of the appearance potential of NO2,from reference [10].
value measured previously. They suggested that the higher value corresponds to a higher
electron state of NO2 and cannot be explained by vibrational excitation.
The large historical variation between the measured ionization potential of NO2 motivated
the study done by Frost et al. [132]. They proposed several factors that contribute to the
disagreement between theoretical and experimental ionization potential of NO2. The most
important factor is that NO+2 can form in both singlet and triplet states. The NO
+
2 ground
state configuration is linear, with very poor Franck Condon overlap with the neutral NO2.
While the excited neutral state for the NO2 ion has a good Franck Codon overlap .The
interaction with the low energy doubly excited state stabilizes the singlet configuration.
This discrepancy motivated us to measure the Isat of NO2. Our Isat plot of NO2 is shown in
figure 5.9. The Isat derived from our plot is 1.26×1014 W/cm2 which is close to the argon
measured Isat. Argon has a vertical ionization of 15.759 eV. This suggests the SFI of NO2
predominantly yields the excited state of the ion.
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Figure 5.10: Isat plot of NO2 showing the Isat value to be much higher than the expected
Isat for the ionization potential of NO2.
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5.5 Flash Pyrolysis of Hydrocarbons
5.5.1 Heptane And Isomers
Heptane plays an important role in the fuel and combustion industry. Understanding the
pyrolysis of heptane will contribute to the efforts to minimize the resulting pollution and
increase its efficiency as a fuel. Our experiment was motivated by the detailed theoretical
flash pyrolysis study by Ding et al. [133]. They used ReaXFF based reactive molecular
dynamics simulations to study the different products of the pyrolysis of heptane at high
temperatures. They divided the pyrolysis into three stages; early stage occurs at T <2000 K
dominated by the production of alkenes and free radicals, mid stage at 2000 K <T <2500 K
dominated by alkene formation, and late stage dominated by alkynes. Ethylene was found to
be the major product in addition to the following radicals; CH3, CH2CH3,CH2CH2CH2CH3,
CH2CH2CH3 and CH2CH· The SFI mass spectra of heptane in the presence and absence
of flash pyrolysis heating are presented in figure 5.11; the cold heptane spectrum shows a
modest fragmentation resulting from SFI, the flash pyrolysis products differ from the SFI
fragments. The flash pyrolysis of heptane is dominated by the formation of different radicals;
C2H3, C2H7, C3H3, C3H5, C3H7.
The high intensity of the radicals produced by the heptane pyrolysis and our interest in
using SFI as an isomer selective tool for radicals, motivated us to calculate the Isats of the
radicals produced by the flash pyrolysis of heptane and its isomers; 3-methyl hexane and
2,3- diemthyl pentane. The study done by Silva et al. [134], provided a clever way to identify
the structures of the butyl and propyl radicals produced from the dissociation of heptane
isomers at 157 nm. Heptane and isomers were found to produce different structures for
propyl radical. Heptane and 3-methyl hexane was found to produce 1-propyl whereas 2,3-
dimethyl pentane were found to produce 2-propyl. In our setup, we calculated the Isats for
the flash pyrolysis products of heptane, 3-methyl hexane and 2,3-dimethyl pentane. Figure
5.12 shows the plotted Isats versus the I.E of the different products. In the case of of heptane
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Figure 5.11: TOF mass spectra of heptane: the mass spectrum taken without flash pyrolysis
is in blue, the flash pyrolysis spectrum is in red.
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and 3-methyl hexane, the Isats plots show perfect fits for the 1-propyl isomer. Whereas
for 2,3-dimethyl pentane, the Isats plot shows a perfect fit for 2-propyl. This agrees with
the results of Silva et al, again showing the power of SFI and Isat measurements to achieve
isomer-selective detection.
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Figure 5.12: Experimental Isats versus ionization energies of flash pyrolysis prodcuts:C2H3,
C2H7, C3H3, C3H5, C3H7. a) heptane b)3-methyl hexane c)2,3-dimethyl pentane. Red
squares indicate candidate isomers in each system.
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5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we further confirmed the advantages of coupling of a flash pyrolysis
molecular beam source with SFI. This allowed us to investigate several combustion relevant
precursors. The data obtained complements previous thermal decomposition studies. This
provides a complete picture on the decomposition mechanism. Using the calculated Isats
of the flash pyrolysis products and the IE correlation plots, we were able to identify the
products in the flash pyrolysis of heptane and its isomers. We have also showed that the
SFI-IE correlation tracks the vertical IE for NO2 and confirms the higher than expected
measured I.E.
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CHAPTER 6
Coincidence Ion Imaging with a Fast Frame Camera
6.1 Introduction
Coincidence ion imaging has been the focus of a great number of research groups for many
years [11] [135] [136] [137]. The advancements in the coincidence ion imaging techniques will
help understand vital scientific processes such as photodisscociation and bimolecular inter-
actions. Fragments coincidence imaging provides important chemical, physical and spatial
information. This will allow for a deeper understanding of the reaction dynamics.
As the name implies, coincidence ion imaging requires recording multiple fragments at the
same time. To accomplish this, we need a three dimensional 3D-detector to measure the
position of the ions in the x- and y- plane of the detector and the arrival time of the ion
(t) on the detector. Several types of 3D-detectors have been used over the years to achieve
coincidence ion imaging [137] [11]. A recent 3D- detector setup has been implemented suc-
cessfully by Zajfman and coworkers [137]. A schematic of their 3D-detection setup is shown
in figure 6.1. Time measurements were achieved using a photomultiplier tube (PMT), posi-
tion measurements were obtained using a charged-couple-device (CCD) camera focused on
the phosphorscreen of the microchannel plate (MCP) detector. The system shown in figure
6.1 composes of a great number of components in order to achieve the coincidence imaging.
The major limitation of their setup is the CCD camera frame rate ≈ 100 HZ.
In this chapter, we present a new simplified- easy to implement setup that allows for coinci-
dence ion imaging experiments to be performed in every lab. In addition to simplifying the
3D-detection setup, we resolve the CCD camera frame rate limitation by taking advantage
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Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of the 3D-imaging detector used by Zajfman and coworkers,
from reference [11].
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of the recent improvements in complementary-oxide semi conductors (CMOS) cameras that
have a maximum frame rates reaching several KHz. In our experiments, a full wave form
of the PMT signal will be recorded using a digitzer. This will allow us to record both the
timing and the amplitude of the ions on the phosphor screen. An image of the same ion spot
will be recorded on our camera. The intensity of the ions on the camera and the digitizer
will be correlated and thus both the position of the ions on the camera and the time they
reach the detector will be related correctly.
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Figure 6.2: Coincidence ion imaging setup.
6.2 Experimental Components
Figure 6.2 shows the experimental setup used in our ion coincidence imaging experiments.
The mass spectrometer used for these experiments is the same machine explained in details
in chapter 2. Two modifications have been done; the pulsed valve was replaced with a
continuous circular nozzle of diameter 30 cm. The wiley and McLaren setup was replaced
with a traditional velocity map imaging setup.
In this section, we will focus on the ion imaging components: imaging detector, CMOS
camera, PMT, digitizer.
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6.2.1 Imaging Detectors
The imaging detector is composed of an MCP detector (Photonis) with an attached
phosphor screen. The MCP detector has a diameter of 75 mm. The two MCP plates are
arranged in a cheveron configuration for a better gain and reduced ion feedback. The front
plate of the MCP detector is pulsed for less than 20 µs (the duration is determined by
the time of flight of the heavier ion under study), which allows us to obtain the full time of
flight. The goal of this experiment is to associate the intensity of the ion spots on the camera
with the peaks on the digitizer. This goal dictates that the mcp detector has a broad pulse
height distribution ratio. Pulse height distribution is the ratio between the full width half
maximum of the distribution and the most probable height. In our setup, the MCP detector
pulse height distribution ratio is 50 %. The low value is caused by the aging of the detector.
6.2.2 Fast Frame CMOS Camera
The camera used in this study is a USB3 vision CMOS camera (Point Grey, GS3-U3-
23S6M) equipped with a sony IMY174 sensor. The sensor has a readout noise of 7 elec-
trons/pixel and a 128 × 128 resolution. The maximum frame rate is ≈ 1100 frame/second.
An external trigger is used to trigger the camera. The exposure time is set to match the
time of flight of the heaviest ion. The major disadvantage of using CMOS cameras is that
they are designed for industrial use. This makes them have a very high read out noise. To
overcome this limitation, scientific CMOS (sCMOS) cameras can be used due to their low
readout noise. The major disadvantage of using sCMOS is their high cost and low maximum
frame rate.
6.2.3 Photomultiplier Tube
RCA 931B PMT is used in this setup. The PMT was modified by moving a resistor chain
voltage divider to increase the voltage of the last three dynodes. This increased the dynamic
range of the PMT. Figure 6.2 shows an example of a coincidence event recorded for two ions
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on the PMT and camera. The arrival time of the ions on the PMT is calculated using the
fast leading edge < 10 ns.
6.2.4 High Speed Digitizer
A full waveform of the PMT signal is acquired using a National instrument high speed
digitizer (PXI 5162) with a band width of 1.5 GHZ and a sampling rate of 5Gs/s. The
advantage of using a high speed digitizer over a conventional bench-top oscilloscopes is the
high data transfer rate which is typically greater than one megabyte per second.
6.3 Results and Discussions
6.3.1 Method Validation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the newly developed ion coincidence
detection setup. Figure 6.3(a) shows the ions counting on both the camera and PMT trace.
The low MCP gain can cause some mismatch between the camera and PMT. The PMT
can detect some ions that are not bright enough for the camera to record. Whenever the
number of the counts do not match between the camera and PMT, the program rejects
that particular laser shot. Figure 6.3(b) shows the great correlation between the ions spots
intensity on the camera and the corresponding peaks amplitude on the PMT. This means a
successful correlation between the position (camera) of the ions and the time-of-flight (PMT)
for multiple ions detection is achieved. The spatial resolution is 0.47 mm and it is determined
by the camera resolution (128 × 128) and effective detection area (6 cm × 6 cm). The time
resolution is 200 picosecond which is determined by the digitizer sampling rate. Fig 6.3(c)
shows the first results achieved for the intensity matching between the camera and PMT of
multiple ions detected at each laser pulse. The correlation is great. This means that this
detection setup can be used for mutli-hit events.
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Figure 6.3: a)Ion counts of each laser shot detected by both camera and the PMT. Two
mismatches between the camera and PMT. These data are usually discarded. b)Intensity
correlation between PMT and camera signals. The best fit line is shown in red. c)Three
samples fitting of the camera and PMT ion counts. Each color represents the ions detected
in one laser shot. R2 distribution of linear fittings for all the mutli-hit events is shown in the
inset. The correlation shows a good linearity between PMT amplitude and camera intensity
within the same laser shot.
6.4 Conclusion
We have shown the successful development and implementation of a simple 3D ion de-
tection setup. This design relies on the combination of the fast frame CMOS cameras and
commercially used MCP/PMT detector. The CMOS camera provides images of the ions
on the MCP detector and the PMT provides traces of the TOF peaks of the same ions.
Multi-hit events can be recorded using the intensity correlation between the ion images and
the PMT peaks. The system shows a great spatial and temporal resolutions comparable to
high cost detection schemes. Several developments for this detection setup are under way
to allow for the use of this detector to study electron-electron coincidence. Multi hit events
were recently studied for the dissociative ionization of CH3I, reference [138] has more details
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on this study.
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusions and Prospectus
7.1 Conclusions
Radicals and reaction intermediates play a vital roles in our daily life, in areas varying
from combustion, air pollution, diseases to biological processes. The prominence of radicals
in our daily lives has motivated numerous studies to better understand their structures, their
mechanism of formation, and their reactions [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19]. The major challenges
facing researchers when dealing with radicals are their instability and tendency to react or
fragment before they can be detected and studied.
Over the years, radical studies fall into two categories: first, studies that aim to develop a
suitable source for the production of radicals in sufficient amounts and second, is development
of detection methods that allow for the identification of radicals with minimum fragmenta-
tion. There have been numerous advancements in the methods used to produce radicals.
These include: discharge methods [34] [35] [36] [37], pyrolysis methods [41] [42] [43] [45] [48],
laser photolysis [22] [23] and flash phytolysis [127]. Flash pyrolysis developed by Chen and
coworkers [12] has proven to be an efficient method to produce radicals. Combining flash
pyrolysis with supersonic expansion allows for effective cooling while preserving the produced
radicals and to prevent their recombination.
The challenge remains in finding a suitable ionization method. Ionization methods are clas-
sified to three categories: first, harsh methods such as electron impact ionization. Harsh
ionization methods have been widely used [54] [55] to detect radicals; these ionization meth-
ods lead to extensive fragmentation and loss of the radical characteristics during ionization.
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The second category includes soft ionization techniques such as single photon ionization vac-
uum ultraviolet ionization (VUV) [59] [76]. The third category includes semi soft ionization
techniques such as chemical ionization [139], and strong field ionization (SFI) used in our
lab.
The primary objective of this project is to develop an experimental method to adapt SFI
probes for detection of radicals and their isomers. This will complement other ionization
techniques and provide more information on the structure and reaction mechanisms of the
different isomers. We also wished to prove that SFI is a universal detection method that
is suitable to detect every kind of analyte even the challenging ones with high I.E or low
stability. In addition to detecting the different radicals produced, one of the major goals of
our study was to show the use of the Isat data to selectively distinguish between the different
isomers of the flash pyrolysis products.
In a previous study in our lab [2], we have showed that SFI can preserve the parent ion
partially or completely. SFI can therefore be used to produce a fingerprint mass spectrum
for the chemical under study. Moreover, by varying the power of the laser used, saturation
intensities (Isat) can be determined. Isats are found to be closely related to the ionization
energy (I.E) of the molecule. Thus, the calculated Isats combined with fingerprint SFI mass
spectra allow for the use of SFI as an isomer-selective detection method. In this work, we
take advantage of the semi soft nature of SFI ionization to study radicals and reaction inter-
mediates of the flash pyrolysis products of acetone and isoprene as prototype systems. We
then expanded our study to combustion relevant systems.
We were able to successfully construct the flash pyrolysis apparatus. We then combined
the SFI detection technique with flash pyrolysis apparatus and demonstrated it on prototype
systems such as acetone and isoprene where numerous pyrolysis studies are available [92] [93]
[94] [95] [96] [97]. In the case of acetone flash pyrolysis, our results showed good agreement
with the literature results as well as additional information. The great correlation between
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the calculated Isats of the flash pyrolysis products and the I.E showed the ability to use Isats
calculation to identify reaction products and quantify isomers from among several candidate
species whose ionization energies are known. The approach is analogous to using tunable
vacuum ultraviolet ionization to identify reaction products. For the isoprene pyrolysis, the
results were more complicated owing to a variety of pyrolysis products. Some of the products
detected by SFI were not seen by any previous detection methods. This highlights that SFI
has the convenience of the direct laser probe with the advantage of near-universal detection.
Also, the SFI spectrum of isoprene shows minimal fragmentation; this contrast with the
electron impact spectrum, showing peaks at virtually all possible fragment masses. This
emphasizes the semisoft nature of SFI. We then calculated the Isats of several analytes
and produced a global Isat-I.E plot. In this plot, we were able to observe the suppressed
ionization phenomena proposed previously by Hankin et al. [83]. We also showed that SFI
does indeed measure the vertical ionization energy. We then expanded our study on several
combustion relevant systems such as: ethyl acetate, methanol, nitromethane, heptane and
others. In studying these systems ,we were able to successfully produce and detect some of the
challenging radicals, such as vinyl and propargyl radicals. We also showed the ability of flash
pyrolysis combined with SFI to identify the isomers produced by heptane and its isomers.
The experiments presented in this thesis represent the first coupling of a flash pyrolysis
molecular beam source with non-resonant SFI in a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. Our
results complement the literature proposed mechanisms by which free radicals are formed.
Our results and proposed mechanisms will help answer central questions in pollution and
environmental processes and contribute to combustion models that mimics these processes.
In the last part of the thesis, in work with the Li group we began exploring a new ex-
perimental direction to show the possibility of using SFI as a part of powerful coincidence
imaging technique. Coincidence imaging techniques have been developed extensively in the
past two decades [140] [141]. These studies focused originally on finding the right spec-
trometer to direct the ions to the detector. Most recently, studies are directed toward the
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development of time- and position- sensitive detector. These detectors rely on the combina-
tion of a phosphor/CCD camera and a multianode-PMT. Originally cameras were limited
by the low frame rate; however recent advancements allowed for the use of KHz frame rate
cameras. In our study, we took advantage of (CMOS) camera. The major components of
our experimental setup are; velocity map imaging setup including MCP/Phosphor screen
detector, PMT, CMOS camera, digitizer and an 800 nm Ti:sapphire laser system (1kHz:
KMlabs, Wyvern 1000). With this system, we were able to detect multiple ions produced.
7.2 Prospectus
SFI towards universality. SFI provides a universal ionization technique much cheaper
than Synchrotron VUV, thus allowing the expansion of exploration of isomer selective chem-
istry within the scientific community. The combination of SFI with flash pyrolysis provides
a reliable method to study radicals and their isomers. This will ultimately improves our
understanding of the different combustion mechanisms and will lead to more efficient use of
our resources. Developing a method to change the laser power to smaller increments will
open the door to the use of SFI in a manner even closer to that of tunnable VUV. This will
also help control SFI fragmentation that will further confirm advantages relative to electron
impact ionization and other harsh detection techniques. Kinetic studies will also provide a
complementary tool to understand the mechanisms by which the flash pyrolysis products are
formed.
Coincidence Ion Imaging Promising Future. For the coincidence imaging setup, several
developments are currently underway. This includes the implementation of photoelectron-
photoion coincidence experiments by adding an additional MCP/phosphor screen. Another
development includes taking advantage of the new fast PMTs which will help improve the
dead time and the pulse pair resolving power. These improvements will allow for electron-
electron coincidence experiments, which is the ultimate goal.
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ABSTRACT
STRONG FIELD IONIZATION OF RADICALS AND
REACTION INTERMEDIATES
by
FADIA CUDRY
May 2015
Advisor: Arthur G. Suits
Major: Chemistry (Analytical)
Degree: Doctor of Philosophy
This work presents results of adapting SFI probe for detection of radicals and their
isomers. Radicals and reaction intermediates were produced using an established method
flash pyrolysis. This combination allows for new insight in studying radicals and provide
complementary results to the other detection methods used. This is the first study reporting
the use of SFI to detect radicals. This detection will also provide structural information of
the radicals under study.
For acetone and isoprene, a detailed study shows the SFI flash pyrolysis mass spectra.
These mass spectra were then compared to the spectra produced by other detection tech-
niques. We were able to detect new flash pyrolysis products using SFI. Additionally, insights
into the fragmentation mechanism is also presented using the calculated Isats. The calcu-
lated Isats correlate closely with the ionization potential which will help identify the different
isomers. This study was then extended to several precursors relevant to combustion. The
flash pyrolysis spectra are also presented. The Isats for the heptane and isomers products
were calculated and used to predict the isomers of the flash pyrolysis products.
The obtained results shows the university of SFI detection method. In the last part, it
was used to develop a novel table-top coincidence ion imaging setup. This setup will allow
for multi-hit events recording. The results prove the convenience of SFI as a direct laser
probe with the advantage of near-universal detection.
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